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Abstract
Physiological mechanisms and musical experience work together to shape consonance
and dissonance perceptions. Previous studies using evoked response potentials and magnetic
resonance images have found physiological correlates for the perception of consonance and
dissonance. The present study tested the following: 1. could participants attribute different
degrees of consonance and pleasantness to the 12 sinusoidal dyads within an octave, when
these notes were isolated from the influence of basilar membrane beats by presenting each
note to a different ear (dichotic presentation), and the effects of changes in critical bandwidth
were reduced by maintaining a constant average frequency as the semitone difference
between the two tones increased? 2. were differences in the perception of consonance and
pleasantness distinguishable in their EEG recordings? 3. did the EEG recordings show a
systematic difference between participants with different cultural backgrounds.
Participants did not attribute different degrees of consonance and dissonance to the 12
dyads in both conditions. ANOVA of consonance and pleasantness ratings showed no
significant effect of stimulus types (1 to 12 semitones). Ethnicity (Chinese and Canadian) and
conditions (dichotic and diotic) also failed to show any significant effect.
Frequency spectra of the EEG responses evoked by the 12 dyads were correlated to the
frequency spectra of the EEG responses evoked by the self-consonant tone (unison). Analysis
of Variance comparing these correlations showed no significant difference between the two
presentation conditions (diotic and dichotic), or between different dyads. Interestingly, the
one significant effect found was of the locations of the recording electrode, which implied
that different cortical areas had different degrees of involvement in the perception of
consonance.
Ratings of consonance did not significantly correlate with ratings of pleasantness. The
EEG data variations in the correlation of each dyad’s EEG spectrum with the reference
spectrum did not correlate with the ratings of consonance or pleasantness of the dyads. The
results refuted Helmholtz and Plomp & Levelt’s theory. However, these results were not
conclusive due to several major technical and methodological limitations of the present study.
The present study did however lay the groundwork for further work.
Keywords: consonance, dissonance, EEG, sinusoidal dyads, dichotic, diotic.
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Neural Correlates of Perceived Consonant and Dissonant Dyad Chords in Human Brain

Consonance and dissonance are two important concepts in Western music system (Butler
& Daston, 1968). While almost everybody has the sense that these two words have something
to do with feelings carried by music, the strict definitions of them, the underlying
mechanisms, and the extent to which these can be generalized are not universally established.
An intuitive yet empirical view of consonance is that simple frequency ratios among
tones result in more pleasant sound than do less simple ones. “Pleasantness” has been used as
a more approachable term for describing “consonance” to people who have no musical
training. The validity of this usage has been supported by a recent physiological study
(Blood, Zatorre, Bermudez & Evans, 1999), as well as a behavioural study (Sammler,
Grigutsch, Fritz & Koelsch, 2007). However, the terminology needs to be chosen carefully.
In the Western-European musical system, a melody played in a major scale or mode will
typically sound happy or majestic, while it will sound sad in a minor one. Within each mode,
there can be different types and degrees of consonance and dissonance. In turn, it can result in
difficulty or ease to perceive the emotional content of the melody (Peretz, Blood, Penhune &
Zatorre, 2001). According to Blood, Zatorre, Bermudez & Evans (1999), consonance is
perceived as “pleasant” not “happy”, and dissonance is perceived as “unpleasant” not “sad”.
These subtle distinctions in wording are vital when using musical stimuli, and it is necessary
to address them to avoid ambiguity of instruction to the participants.
Difference tone theory
The effect of simple frequency ratios is more of a phenomenon than a mechanism. Many
researchers have been seeking further explanations underlying consonance. One of these
approaches is based on the difference tone theory proposed by Krueger in 1904 (Sethares,
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2005, p. 78). This theory states that when two sound waves with different frequencies are
heard simultaneously, a tone whose frequency is the difference of frequencies of the two
original waves can be heard (e.g. 360Hz & 500Hz, a difference of 140Hz). And when the two
original waves have a simpler frequency ratio, there are fewer distinct difference tones
between the harmonics of those two waves (e.g. if two tones form an octave, the difference
tones coincide with harmonics). Thus, Krueger states that dissonance is proportional to the
number of distinct difference tones (Sethares, 2005, p. 78) and would vary as a function of
the simplicity of the frequency ratio of the fundamental of the two tones.
Fusion theory
Another explanation is fusion theory, which is often attributed to Stumpf (Sethares,
2005, p. 82). Yet a similar idea was mentioned by Rameau more than 100 years earlier in his
work about the “fundamental bass” (Pierce, 1992, p. 96). The idea is that when two tones
sound together, if their frequency ratio is simple integers or approximations of simple
integers, then they are likely to be perceived as one single tone, and less likely to be
perceived as dissonant. Again using the octave example, it is not difficult to see that the
harmonics of the higher tone occur at the same frequencies as the harmonics of the base tone.
Thus, there is no way to tell between this being one single tone or two tones. With increasing
complexity in frequency ratios, coincidence of this sort decreases. This theory has been
supported by many studies (e.g. McDermott, Lehr & Oxenham, 2010; and Cousineau,
McDermott & Peretz, 2012). Their results also seem to reject the most accepted beat theory
of consonance proposed by Helmholtz, which will be discussed later. However, it is also
possible that the vibrating parts of the ear itself produce the higher harmonics of sounds, thus
producing beats and not rejecting Helmholtz’s theory. At present, it is safest to say that the
cause of consonance seems to be that the mechanism of fusion and the beat both contribute to
the perception of consonance and dissonance.
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The missing fundamental
A phenomenon called “missing fundamental” is relevant to the fusion hypothesis. The
pitch of the fundamental is commonly perceived when a complex tone is presented, however,
it is claimed that it is also perceived even when the fundamental is not presented (missing).
This phenomenon likely results from a simple mathematical rule rather than some adaptive
feature caused by natural selection (Langner & Ochse, 2005, p. 197). A pair of relevant
concepts is virtual pitch and spectral pitch. These two types of pitches compete when a tone
with missing fundamental is heard. Virtual pitch corresponds to the pitch of the fundamental,
which is either present or missing. Spectral pitch corresponds to frequencies of the
components other than the fundamental. Which mode is dominantly perceived depends on
many factors: the number of harmonics (Rousseau, et al., 1996; Laguitton, Demany, Semal,
& Liégeois-Chauvel, 1998; Houtsma & Fleuren, 1991), the ear of presentation (Rousseau, et
al., 1996; Laguitton, et al,1998), handedness (Laguitton, et al, 1998), and the lowness or
highness of the frequency of the fundamental (Houtsma, & Fleuren, 1991). Also, people who
tend to use different modes of perception show different cortical anatomical asymmetry.
Virtual listeners showed largely left lateral Heschl’s gyri, and spectral listeners showed
largely right lateral Heschl’s gyri (Schneider, Sluming, Roberts, Scherg, Goebel, Specht,
Rupp, 2005). All results have confirmed that with increasing number of components, the
virtual mode becomes more salient. Moreover, the components need not be strictly harmonics
of the fundamental, as stated by Pierce (1992, p. 95):

[…] we can have a sense of pitch and unity of sound even when the frequency intervals between
successive higher partials are not exactly equal. This is how we ascribe a pitch to bells. This pitch is
not the frequency of the lowest partial, but rather an average of frequency separations between some
higher partials of the sound of the bell.
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Thus, fusion occurs even when the higher partials are not strictly successive integer multiples
of the fundamental. The perception of consonance will still exist even when the frequency
ratios of harmonics are not strictly mathematically simple.
Helmholtz's roughness theory
Helmholtz’s theory is probably the most pragmatic one, providing a mathematical way
to calculate the relative degree of consonance and dissonance (Sethares, 2005, p. 88). The
main component of Helmholtz’s theory is the effect of beats on consonance. Helmholtz states
that very slow beats are perceived as fluctuations in intensity, and very fast beats fuse in a
pitch. Beats in-between give rise to a sense of roughness. Hence, for two complex tones, if
their frequency ratio is simple, their harmonics are sufficiently apart to prevent relatively
slow beats.
Helmholtz (1877/1954) also acknowledged that with increasing frequency of tones, the
beat frequency at which roughness is sensed also increases. As mentioned in his book “On
the Sensation of Tone”: “The roughness arising from sounding two tones together depends,
then, in a compound manner on the magnitude of the interval and the number of beats
produced in a second” (p. 172). However, Plomp and Levelt (1965) deserve the credit for
discovering the relation between the frequency of tones and the degree of consonance. They
quantitatively demonstrated the effect of critical bandwidth on the sensation of consonance,
thus expanding Helmholtz’s theory. The term "critical bandwidth" was first introduced by
Harvey Fletcher in 1930s, defined as a measure of the frequency resolution of the basilar
membrane (Allen, 1996). Zwicker provided a list of critical bandwidth for different
frequencies in 1961. His name also appeared in the work of Plomp and Levelt (1965)under a
figure representing critical bandwidth as a function of frequency. The “internal dissonance”
phenomenon mentioned in Helmholtz’s book can be well explained by the critical bandwidth.
As defined by Helmholtz, the internal dissonance arises from one complex tone, in which the
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higher harmonics interact to produce dissonance.
Why do only the higher harmonics produce dissonance? Because an equal-tempered
scale is exponential, which means any two successive notes maintain a constant ratio.
However, in a harmonic series, successive harmonics maintain a constant frequency
difference, not a constant ratio. As we go from lower harmonics to higher harmonics on an
equal-tempered scale, the corresponding notes will get closer and closer on the scale, and
more likely to fall in the 1-semitone and below range, which are perceived dissonant. Yet
beats alone cannot explain the perception of dissonance, since the beat frequency depends
solely on the frequency difference between two tones:

Where "fb" refers to the frequency of the beat, and "f1" and "f2" represent frequencies of the
two tones in Hertz respectively. One may notice that this is essentially the same as the
“difference tone”. Physically, beat and the "difference tone" are the same entity. Helmholtz
just focused on the frequency aspect of beats rather than the number of different beats.
And for any two successive harmonics of a harmonic series (i.e. f1, 2f1, 3f1, 4f1, 5f1, …
nf1), no matter what is the mean frequency of these two tones, the frequency difference
remains the same---the fundamental, so does the beat frequency. Thus, another mechanism is
required to produce the internal dissonance, and critical bandwidth serves this purpose well.
Helmholtz, Plomp and Levelt's theories have dominated the field by explaining the
perception of dissonance and consonance almost exclusively as a function of the peripheral
nervous system (Pierce, 1992, p. 79). However, it is possible that central nervous system is
also involved (Itoh, Suwazono & Nakada, 2010).
To test Helmholtz's beat theory and to compare the results with Plomp and Levlet (1965),
the stimuli used in the present study were chosen to be sinusoidal dyads. There were only two
frequencies (the “fundamentals”) in a dyad. The critical bandwidth could be controlled by
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sustaining a constant mean frequency (440Hz) among stimuli. A similar method for
controlling critical bandwidths was used in the original study of Plomp and Levelt in 1965.
Stimuli of the present study were presented both diotically---presenting both tones in a dyad
to each ear, and dichotically---presenting one tone in a dyad to one ear, and the other tone to
the other ear, so that each ear theoretically received only one sinusoidal wave. The major
difference between these two conditions is that the dichotic condition eliminates the effect of
anatomically based beats of the basilar membrane (Cousineau, McDermott, & Peretz, 2012;
and McDermott, Lehr, & Oxenham, 2010). If the participants do not differ in terms of
dissonance ratings and EEG measurements between the diotic and the dichotic condition,
then the anatomical beating will be shown irrelevant to the perceived dissonance, hence
rejecting Helmholtz and Plomp & Levelt’s theory.
Helmholtz’s theory defined sensory consonance and dissonance. This type of
consonance and dissonance is thought to be largely non-contextual (without the musical
context). Non-contextual consonance processing can be found at a relatively lower level of
the central nervous system, for instance, in the brain stem (Bidelman & Krishnan, 2009), as
well as on some higher level cortical areas with no obvious laterality (Itoh, Miyazaki &
Nakada, 2003). Conversely, contextual consonance and dissonance (within a musical context)
are thought to be processed at a higher level. The ability to discern non-contextual
consonance is thought to have adaptive values, thus being innate. Researchers have been
seeking evidence about the preference, or at least distinguishing, of consonance in animals.
Some studies did find positive results. For instance, Fishman et al. (2001) compared human
participants with monkeys and found similar responses for consonance and dissonance in the
primary auditory cortex. Sugimoto et al. (2010) also demonstrated that an infant chimpanzee
showed preference for contextual consonance over dissonance. Yet other studies showed
negative results. For instance, in the study of Koda et al. (2013), Campbell monkeys
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displayed no preference for consonance over dissonance. These results suggest that the ability
to distinguish consonance from dissonance may be an emergent property of nervous systems
with a certain amount of complexity.
A study using dichotic method showed that normal participants preferred less beats--dichotic over diotic (Cousineau, McDermott, & Peretz, 2012). Yet another study found that
the correlation between the preference of the absence of beats and the consonance were weak
and inconsistent (McDermott, Lehr, & Oxenham, 2010). On the other hand, the effect of
learning in the perception of consonance and dissonance was also confirmed. Itoh, Suwazono
& Nakada, 2010; and Minati et al., 2009, using EEG technique, both found increased
amplitude of a negative peak in the evoked responses of musically trained participants around
200ms after they heard tones (N2). It appears that both nature and nurture are involved.
EEG
EEG can be divided into multiple components based on their frequencies, with different
frequencies representing different functions (Sammler, Grigutsch, Fritz & Koelsch, 2007).
The exact ranges of these divisions may vary one or two Hz from study to study.
Conventionally, brain waves can be roughly classified as delta (0.5-4Hz), theta (4-8Hz),
alpha (8-13Hz), and beta (>13Hz). Generally speaking, high-frequency activities correlate
with increased arousal state (Teplan, 2002). Waves beyond alpha range can be further divided
into low beta (12-15Hz), midrange beta (15-18Hz), high beta (>18Hz), and gamma (around
40Hz) (Collura 1997). Gamma band appears to be quite wide, ranging from 30Hz to 80Hz
and higher (Basar, 2013). Beyond these divisions, EEG can also be divided into evoked
response and induced response. Using the definition in the paper of David, Kilner & Friston
(2006, p. 1580):
A common conception is that evoked oscillations reflect a stimulus-locked
event-related response, in time–frequency space and that induced oscillations are
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generated by some distinct high-order process […] this process is often described in
terms of binding and/or neuronal synchronization. The tenet of the binding
hypothesis is that coherent firing patterns can induce large fluctuations in the
membrane potential of neighboring neurons which, in turn, facilitate synchronous
firing and information transfer […] Oscillatory activity that is classified as induced is
the measured correlate of these massively synchronous neuronal assemblies.
Oscillations are induced because their self-organized emergence is not evoked
directly by the stimulus but induced vicariously through nonlinear and possibly
autonomous mechanisms.

Particularly, the evoked gamma band and the induced gamma band have been
thoroughly researched. Evoked gamma activities typically peak at 50ms after the presentation
for auditory stimuli, while induced gamma activities typically peak at 200-300ms after the
presentation (Basar, 2013). Gamma oscillations were thought to be related to the “binding
problem”: how different brain areas work coherently to form integrated functional activities
(Basar, 2013). In terms of auditory processing, increased activity of the evoked gamma band
has been found in participants who were listening to consonant tri-chords (Knief, Schulte,
Bertran & Pantev, 2000). And increased activity of the induced gamma band has been found
in participants who were listening to coherent auditory stimuli, where “coherent” was defined
as “forming a harmonic series” (Park, Park, Kim & Park, 2011). Hence, it appeared that both
induced and evoked gamma activities are sensitive to the perceived dissonance and/or
consonance.
The present study used EEG to investigate oscillatory responses of non-contextual
(sinusoidal dyads evaluated without musical context) consonance and dissonance. Due to
some instrumentation problems---mostly the timing part, presentations of tones were
elongated considerably compared to normal ERP designs. The analyzed band was between 550Hz, mainly because of the interference at lower frequencies (<3~4Hz) and the 60Hz power
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line noise. This band only contained part of the gamma band. Due to the inaccurate timing
caused by the system fault, the evoked and induced activities were not analyzed separately.
Electrodes were placed on the frontal midline-Fz, central midline-Cz, parietal midline-Pz, left
temporal-T7, and right temporal-T8 according to the 10-20 system. A reason to not include
more electrodes was that more electrodes would increase the preparation time for each
participant to the extent that possibly exceeds the total amount of time written on the
information letter. Since we had only one cap, and all the electrodes were fixed on that cap,
some other electrodes cannot maintain satisfying contact to the skin for every participant, for
instance, occipital areas. The incorporation of two temporal electrodes facilitated comparison
of lateral differences.
Few studies have been done to investigate the cultural effect on consonance perception,
when narrowed down to non-contextual consonance, even less. A search with keywords
“consonance dissonance cultur*” in PsycINFO resulted in 5 relevant results, within which,
only one used non-contextual design. This study was done by Butler and Daston (1968).
Their results showed a significant difference in dyad discrimination tasks between Japanese
students and American students. Since cultural effect has rarely been investigated, and it is
easier to obtain participants from different cultures for the present study, the effect of
ethnicity on consonance perception was also tested.
Many studies have reported a strong correlation between the rating of consonance and
the rating of pleasantness (e.g. Van De Geer, Levelt, & Plomp, 1965). Both scales were used
in the present study to make sure that this correlation of the ratings did not result from the
semantic vagueness of the two terms.
To summarize, the present study tested: 1. whether participants could attribute different
degree of consonance to sinusoidal dyads isolated from the influence of beat and CBW; 2.
whether this ability was represented in their EEG recordings; and 3. whether the EEG
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recordings showed a systematic difference between participants with different cultural
backgrounds.

Method

This study was approved by UPEI Research Ethics Board.

Participants:
Eight healthy right-handed participants, ranging from 20 to 34 years old, who had no
formal musical training, were recruited. Four were Chinese (three females and one male), and
four were Caucasian Canadians (three males and one female). Participants were approached
personally by the researcher who explained the study. If interested, their hearing was tested
roughly by letting them hear a tone at the experimental decibel level and asking them whether
the loudness was okay. All participants reported that it was. Consent forms were obtained
from all participants. Each participant was provided a $10 compensation at the end of the
experiment.

Materials:
Apparatus:
EEGs were recorded using a NeuroScan SynAmp2 EEG system. Tones were presented
using the STIM2 presentation program through a pair of earphones (Yurbuds 10136) in a
sound attenuated room. EEG data were analyzed using SCAN 4.5.
Questionnaires:
Two 9-point rating scales were used to measure consonance and pleasantness. The range
of the questionnaire of consonance was from 0 to 8, with 0 representing the least consonant,
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and 8 representing the most consonant. Participants were told that the reference, which was a
unison of 440Hz, has a rating of 7 on this scale. The range of the questionnaire of
pleasantness was from -4 to +4, with +4 representing the most pleasant and -4 representing
the most unpleasant. Participants were told that the reference has a rating of +3 on this scale.
A previous study found that participants rated perfect fifth and octave higher than the unison
in terms of consonance (Bidelman, & Krishnan, 2009). Thus, the highest possible value in the
present study was not given to the reference (unison). This design also avoided priming
participants to give the same rating on two questionnaires, which would result in a false
correlation between the ratings. Pictures of rating scales can be found in Appendix D.

Stimuli:
The tones were sinusoidal dyads that varied within an octave range centered at 440 Hz
(middle A). The frequency difference between the two tones in each dyad was varied from 1
semitone to 12 semitones while the arithmetic mean frequency of the dyad was kept constant
at 440Hz to ensure a relatively constant critical bandwidth (see Table 1). Thus, dyads with
distances of 4 semitones or more all had frequency differences greater than 100% of their
critical bandwidth. Stimuli were presented diotically or dichotically in separate blocks. The
loudness was measured using the method of adjustment, in which several participants heard a
stimulus through the earphones and from a loudspeaker in front of them. They then matched
the loudness of the speaker to the loudness of the earphone stimulus. A sound-level meter
measured the decibel level of the average matched speaker stimulus at the position of the
participants’ ears. On that basis, each frequency was adjusted to the 65 dB level.
Table 1
Parameters of the stimuli
Code

Note 1

Note 2

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Mean
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frequency

frequency

difference in

difference in

difference

frequen

(Hz)

(Hz)

Hz

semitones

in %CBW

cy

Type1

427.296

452.704

25.408

1

≈23%

440

Type2

414.613

465.387

50.774

2

≈46%

440

Type3

401.972

478.028

76.056

3

≈69%

440

Type4

389.394

490.606

101.212

4

>=100%

440

Type5

376.9

503.1

126.2

5

>=100%

440

Type6

364.508

515.492

150.984

6

>=100%

440

Type7

352.239

527.761

175.522

7

>=100%

440

Type8

340.11

539.89

199.78

8

>=100%

440

Type9

328.139

551.861

223.722

9

>=100%

440

Type10

316.342

563.658

247.316

10

>=100%

440

Type11

304.736

575.264

270.528

11

>=100%

440

Type12

293.333

586.667

293.334

12

>=100%

440

440

440

0

0

=0%

440

Reference

Procedure:
Instructions were provided both orally and in written form (see Appendix D for the
written instructions).
For each participant, there were four blocks, two dichotic blocks, and two diotic blocks
presented alternately. Only the presentation mode (diotic or dichotic) varied across the two
conditions. In each block, there were 12 trials. The trials were arranged either in order of
increasing distance (from the dyad of 1 semitone separation to the dyad of 12 semitones), or
decreasing distance (from the dyad of 12 semitones separation to the dyad of 1 semitone) (see
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Figure 1). Again, this was to minimize possible false correlation. These two orders were
presented in pseudo-random sequences for each participant. For the first block in each
condition, participants were asked to rate the dyads on a questionnaire of consonance. For the
second block in each condition, participants were asked to rate the dyads on a questionnaire
of pleasantness. Participants who asked the meaning of “consonance”, were informed that it
means “harmonic”, and that dissonance meant the opposite. Details for each trial were
described in the next paragraph.
At the beginning of each trial, participants were instructed to fix their eyes on a cross
displayed on a screen. When the participant was relaxed and ready, he/she pressed a button
on the keyboard, after a two seconds delay, a reference tone of 440Hz was presented
followed by a 1 second pause, then a dyad was presented for 6 seconds followed by a 1
second pause, then the same reference was presented again for another 2 seconds. That made
up one trial of presentation (see Figure. 1). To avoid movement artifacts during the EEG
recording, participants were instructed to relax and minimize movement while the sound was
being played, and to rate the relative degree of consonance of the stimuli compared to the
reference on a 9 point scale (depends on the block number, either consonance scale or
pleasantness scale) at the end of each trial. After rating, participants focused their eyes on the
cross and relaxed, then pressed a button to proceed.
EEG data was recorded from the beginning to the end of each block of each participant
(see Figure. 1). The reference electrode was placed on the left earlobe, and the bipolar
channel VEO was placed above and below the left eye to serve as ocular artifact detector.
Impedances were kept below 15kOhm. The time points when the participant pressed the key
were recorded using a stopwatch for epoching the EEG data. EEG data from each electrode
of the first reference presentation and the first two seconds of each stimulus presentation were
transferred into spectra using Fourier transformation. For each participant, 24 reference
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spectra in each condition (dichotic or diotic) were averaged. Spectra of the two instances of
each stimulus in the same condition were also averaged. Then the averaged EEG spectrum of
each stimulus and the EEG spectrum of the reference were correlated for each participant.
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Figure 1. Overall procedure for each participant, reference tone = 440Hz.
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Results
Behavioral results
Ratings were analyzed using the general linear model (repeated measures) in SPSS. The
range of the mean values of behavioral measurements were 1.5 on dichotic-pleasantness
questionnaires, 1.25 on dichotic-consonance questionnaires, 2.625 on diotic-pleasantness
questionnaires, and 1.625 on diotic-consonance questionnaires. A mixed 4-way ANOVA
with conditions (dichotic and diotic), types (12 intervals), and rating categories (consonance
and pleasantness) as within-subject factors, and ethnicity (Chinese and Canadian) as betweensubject factor was performed. Results were summarized in Table 2. Figure 2 and 3 illustrated
the mean ratings. As shown in Table 2, only the interaction of types (12 dyads) and ethnicity
(Chinese and Caucasian Canadian) was significant. However, the epsilon estimation for the
variable "types" yielded 0.280 by the Greenhouse-Geisser method; 0.704 by the Huynh-Feldt
method; and 0.091 by the lower-bound method. Since none of these estimations is greater
than 0.75, the Greenhouse-Geisser correction was chosen, as suggested by Girden, 1992, p.
49. Thus, no significant result was obtained. Table 2-1 summarized the descriptive statistics
of all ratings.

Table 2
ANOVA table for behavioral data of all participants
Source

conditions

conditions * ethnicity

Sphericity
Assumed
GreenhouseGeisser
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed

Type III df
Sum of
Squares
2.836
1

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

2.836

.278

.617

2.836

1.000 2.836

.278

.617

2.836
2.836
.128

1.000 2.836
1.000 2.836
1
.128

.278
.278
.013

.617
.617
.915
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Error(conditions)

rating_categories

rating_categories * ethnicity

Error(rating_categories)

types

types * ethnicity

Error(types)

conditions * rating_categories

GreenhouseGeisser
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
GreenhouseGeisser
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
GreenhouseGeisser
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
GreenhouseGeisser
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
GreenhouseGeisser
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
GreenhouseGeisser
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
GreenhouseGeisser
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
GreenhouseGeisser
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed

.128

1.000 .128

.013

.915

.128
.128
61.224

1.000 .128
1.000 .128
6
10.204

.013
.013

.915
.915

61.224

6.000 10.204

61.224
61.224
.211

6.000 10.204
6.000 10.204
1
.211

.039

.849

.211

1.000 .211

.039

.849

.211
.211
26.565

1.000 .211
1.000 .211
1
26.565

.039 .849
.039 .849
4.969 .067

26.565

1.000 26.565

4.969 .067

26.565
26.565
32.078

1.000 26.565
1.000 26.565
6
5.346

4.969 .067
4.969 .067

32.078

6.000 5.346

32.078
32.078
55.945

6.000 5.346
6.000 5.346
11
5.086

1.676 .098

55.945

3.078 18.175

1.676 .206

55.945
55.945
83.716

7.743 7.225
1.000 55.945
11
7.611

1.676 .132
1.676 .243
2.509 .011

83.716

3.078 27.197

2.509 .089

83.716 7.743 10.812
83.716 1.000 83.716
200.234 66
3.034

2.509 .025
2.509 .164

200.234 18.469 10.842
200.234 46.459 4.310
200.234 6.000 33.372
11.690 1
11.690

1.237 .309
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GreenhouseGeisser
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
Greenhouseconditions * rating_categories *
Geisser
ethnicity
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
GreenhouseError(conditions*rating_categories)
Geisser
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
Greenhouseconditions * types
Geisser
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
Greenhouseconditions * types * ethnicity
Geisser
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
GreenhouseError(conditions*types)
Geisser
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
Greenhouserating_categories * types
Geisser
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
Greenhouserating_categories * types * ethnicity
Geisser
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Error(rating_categories*types)
Assumed

11.690

1.000 11.690

1.237 .309

11.690
11.690
.440

1.000 11.690
1.000 11.690
1
.440

1.237 .309
1.237 .309
.047 .836

.440

1.000 .440

.047

.836

.440
.440
56.724

1.000 .440
1.000 .440
6
9.454

.047
.047

.836
.836

56.724

6.000 9.454

56.724
56.724
22.758

6.000 9.454
6.000 9.454
11
2.069

1.878 .058

22.758

3.306 6.883

1.878 .162

22.758
22.758
14.591

9.076 2.507
1.000 22.758
11
1.326

1.878 .075
1.878 .220
1.204 .302

14.591

3.306 4.413

1.204 .336

14.591
14.591
72.714

9.076 1.608
1.000 14.591
66
1.102

1.204 .312
1.204 .315

72.714

19.837 3.666

72.714
72.714
26.508

54.456 1.335
6.000 12.119
11
2.410

.939

.509

26.508

2.162 12.263

.939

.423

26.508
26.508
31.529

3.984 6.654
1.000 26.508
11
2.866

.939 .458
.939 .370
1.117 .363

31.529

2.162 14.586

1.117 .361

31.529 3.984 7.914
31.529 1.000 31.529
169.359 66
2.566

1.117 .372
1.117 .331
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GreenhouseGeisser
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
Greenhouseconditions * rating_categories *
Geisser
types
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
Greenhouseconditions * rating_categories *
Geisser
types * ethnicity
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
Error(conditions*rating_categories*t GreenhouseGeisser
ypes)
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound

169.359 12.969 13.058
169.359 23.904 7.085
169.359 6.000 28.227
17.029 11
1.548

1.425 .183

17.029

3.429 4.966

1.425 .263

17.029
17.029
11.654

9.891 1.722
1.000 17.029
11
1.059

1.425 .193
1.425 .278
.975 .478

11.654

3.429 3.399

.975

.433

11.654
11.654
71.714

9.891 1.178
1.000 11.654
66
1.087

.975
.975

.474
.362

71.714

20.574 3.486

71.714
71.714

59.348 1.208
6.000 11.952

Table 2-1
Descriptive statistics of all ratings
N

Minimum Maximum Mean

dich_type1_consonance
dich_type2_consonance
dich_type3_consonance
dich_type4_consonance
dich_type5_consonance
dich_type6_consonance
dich_type7_consonance
dich_type8_consonance
dich_type9_consonance
dich_type10_consonance
dich_type11_consonance
dich_type12_consonance
dich_type1_pleasantness
dich_type2_pleasantness
dich_type3_pleasantness
dich_type4_pleasantness
dich_type5_pleasantness
dich_type6_pleasantness
dich_type7_pleasantness

1.00
1.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
1.00
.00
.00
.00
1.00
.00
.00
.00
1.00
1.00
.00
.00

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

8.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
5.00
6.00
8.00
6.00
8.00
7.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00

3.7500
2.7500
3.5000
4.0000
3.7500
3.5000
3.7500
3.3750
3.3750
3.5000
3.0000
4.0000
3.8750
3.5000
3.8750
3.8750
3.2500
3.8750
4.0000

Std.
Deviation
2.49285
1.48805
2.07020
1.85164
1.75255
1.77281
2.49285
1.68502
2.32609
2.07020
1.85164
2.32993
1.95941
1.92725
2.03101
1.88509
1.83225
1.88509
2.20389
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dich_type8_pleasantness
dich_type9_pleasantness
dich_type10_pleasantness
dich_type11_pleasantness
dich_type12_pleasantness
dio_type1_consonance
dio_type2_consonance
dio_type3_consonance
dio_type4_consonance
dio_type5_consonance
dio_type6_consonance
dio_type7_consonance
dio_type8_consonance
dio_type9_consonance
dio_type10_consonance
dio_type11_consonance
dio_type12_consonance
dio_type1_pleasantness
dio_type2_pleasantness
dio_type3_pleasantness
dio_type4_pleasantness
dio_type5_pleasantness
dio_type6_pleasantness
dio_type7_pleasantness
dio_type8_pleasantness
dio_type9_pleasantness
dio_type10_pleasantness
dio_type11_pleasantness
dio_type12_pleasantness
Valid N (listwise)

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

1.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
2.00
3.00
3.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
.00
.00
.00
1.00
1.00
.00
.00
.00
1.00
2.00
2.00
3.00

7.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
8.00
6.00
6.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
7.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
5.00
6.00
8.00

4.1250
4.2500
4.1250
3.5000
4.7500
3.2500
3.5000
4.8750
4.6250
4.6250
4.8750
4.2500
3.2500
3.6250
3.6250
3.5000
4.5000
2.8750
2.8750
3.8750
4.8750
4.0000
2.7500
2.8750
4.0000
3.5000
3.7500
4.1250
5.3750

1.88509
1.48805
1.35620
1.60357
1.75255
1.48805
1.30931
1.88509
1.84681
1.59799
1.88509
1.58114
1.28174
.91613
1.59799
1.41421
2.13809
2.29518
2.29518
2.35660
2.10017
2.72554
2.31455
1.95941
2.13809
2.00000
1.28174
1.12599
1.50594
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Figure 2. Mean ratings under the diotic condition.
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Figure 3. Mean ratings under the dichotic condition.

The correlations between pleasantness ratings and consonance ratings were also
calculated for scores averaged across participants. No significant correlations were found:
rdichotic (10) = .43, p = .16; rdiotic (10) = .26, p = .42.
The ratings from Caucasian Canadian participants and Chinese participants were then
analyzed separately through two mixed ANOVA tests. Their results were summarized in
Table 3 and Table 4, respectively. And their descriptive statistics were summarized in Table
3-1 and Table 4-1, respectively.
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Table 3
ANOVA for Caucasian Canadian participants
Source
Sphericity
Assumed
Greenhouseconditions
Geisser
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
GreenhouseError(conditions)
Geisser
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
Greenhouserating_categories
Geisser
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
Error(rating_categorie GreenhouseGeisser
s)
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
Greenhousetypes
Geisser
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
GreenhouseError(types)
Geisser
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
Greenhouseconditions *
Geisser
rating_categories
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound

Type III Sum df
of Squares
2.083
1

Mean
Square
2.083

F

Sig.

.286

.630

2.083

1.000

2.083

.286

.630

2.083
2.083
21.875

1.000
1.000
3

2.083
2.083
7.292

.286
.286

.630
.630

21.875

3.000

7.292

21.875
21.875
11.021

3.000
3.000
1

7.292
7.292
11.021

2.119

.242

11.021

1.000

11.021

2.119

.242

11.021
11.021
15.604

1.000
1.000
3

11.021
11.021
5.201

2.119
2.119

.242
.242

15.604

3.000

5.201

15.604
15.604
130.979

3.000
3.000
11

5.201
5.201
11.907

2.822

.010

130.979

2.533

51.709

2.822

.115

130.979
130.979
139.229

11.000
1.000
33

11.907
130.979
4.219

2.822
2.822

.010
.192

139.229

7.599

18.322

139.229
139.229
8.333

33.000
3.000
1

4.219
46.410
8.333

1.749

.278

8.333

1.000

8.333

1.749

.278

8.333
8.333

1.000
1.000

8.333
8.333

1.749
1.749

.278
.278
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Sphericity
Assumed
Error(conditions*ratin GreenhouseGeisser
g_categories)
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
Greenhouseconditions * types
Geisser
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
Error(conditions*type GreenhouseGeisser
s)
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
Greenhouserating_categories *
Geisser
types
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
Error(rating_categorie GreenhouseGeisser
s*types)
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
conditions *
Greenhouserating_categories *
Geisser
types
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
Error(conditions*ratin Greenhouseg_categories*types) Geisser
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound

14.292

3

4.764

14.292

3.000

4.764

14.292
14.292
15.167

3.000
3.000
11

4.764
4.764
1.379

.931

.524

15.167

2.212

6.855

.931

.450

15.167
15.167
48.875

8.697
1.000
33

1.744
15.167
1.481

.931
.931

.513
.406

48.875

6.637

7.364

48.875
48.875
50.229

26.092
3.000
11

1.873
16.292
4.566

1.535

.166

50.229

1.820

27.605

1.535

.293

50.229
50.229
98.146

4.471
1.000
33

11.233
50.229
2.974

1.535
1.535

.246
.303

98.146

5.459

17.980

98.146
98.146
25.167

13.414
3.000
11

7.316
32.715
2.288

1.634

.135

25.167

2.231

11.281

1.634

.266

25.167
25.167
46.208

9.001
1.000
33

2.796
25.167
1.400

1.634
1.634

.155
.291

46.208

6.693

6.904

46.208
46.208

27.004
3.000

1.711
15.403
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Table 3-1
Descriptive statistics for Caucasian Canadian participants' ratings
N
Minimum Maximum Mean
dich_type1_consonance
4
1.00
4.00
2.2500
dich_type2_consonance
4
1.00
3.00
2.0000
dich_type3_consonance
4
2.00
6.00
3.5000
dich_type4_consonance
4
4.00
5.00
4.7500
dich_type5_consonance
4
3.00
5.00
4.5000
dich_type6_consonance
4
3.00
4.00
3.5000
dich_type7_consonance
4
2.00
5.00
3.2500
dich_type8_consonance
4
2.00
4.00
3.2500
dich_type9_consonance
4
3.00
3.00
3.0000
dich_type10_consonance
4
3.00
5.00
3.7500
dich_type11_consonance
4
2.00
5.00
3.5000
dich_type12_consonance
4
2.00
6.00
4.5000
dich_type1_pleasantness
4
.00
4.00
2.7500
dich_type2_pleasantness
4
.00
4.00
2.2500
dich_type3_pleasantness
4
.00
6.00
3.5000
dich_type4_pleasantness
4
1.00
5.00
3.5000
dich_type5_pleasantness
4
1.00
3.00
2.2500
dich_type6_pleasantness
4
.00
6.00
3.5000
dich_type7_pleasantness
4
.00
6.00
3.2500
dich_type8_pleasantness
4
1.00
6.00
3.7500
dich_type9_pleasantness
4
2.00
6.00
4.0000
dich_type10_pleasantness 4
2.00
5.00
3.5000
dich_type11_pleasantness 4
2.00
6.00
3.2500
dich_type12_pleasantness 4
4.00
6.00
5.5000
dio_type1_consonance
4
1.00
5.00
2.7500
dio_type2_consonance
4
2.00
3.00
2.5000
dio_type3_consonance
4
3.00
8.00
5.5000
dio_type4_consonance
4
4.00
8.00
5.7500
dio_type5_consonance
4
4.00
8.00
5.5000
dio_type6_consonance
4
3.00
8.00
5.5000
dio_type7_consonance
4
3.00
6.00
4.7500
dio_type8_consonance
4
2.00
5.00
3.0000
dio_type9_consonance
4
2.00
5.00
3.5000
dio_type10_consonance
4
2.00
6.00
3.2500
dio_type11_consonance
4
1.00
4.00
3.0000
dio_type12_consonance
4
1.00
8.00
4.2500
dio_type1_pleasantness
4
.00
5.00
1.7500
dio_type2_pleasantness
4
.00
2.00
1.0000
dio_type3_pleasantness
4
.00
8.00
3.7500
dio_type4_pleasantness
4
1.00
8.00
5.0000
dio_type5_pleasantness
4
1.00
8.00
3.2500
dio_type6_pleasantness
4
.00
4.00
1.5000
dio_type7_pleasantness
4
.00
5.00
2.2500
dio_type8_pleasantness
4
.00
6.00
3.5000

Std. Deviation
1.50000
.81650
1.91485
.50000
1.00000
.57735
1.25831
.95743
.00000
.95743
1.29099
1.91485
1.89297
1.70783
2.64575
1.91485
.95743
2.64575
2.50000
2.06155
1.82574
1.29099
1.89297
1.00000
2.06155
.57735
2.38048
1.70783
1.73205
2.38048
1.50000
1.41421
1.29099
1.89297
1.41421
2.98608
2.36291
.81650
3.30404
2.94392
3.20156
1.91485
2.21736
2.64575
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dio_type9_pleasantness
dio_type10_pleasantness
dio_type11_pleasantness
dio_type12_pleasantness
Valid N (listwise)

4
4
4
4
4

1.00
2.00
2.00
5.00

6.00
5.00
5.00
8.00

3.5000
3.2500
3.7500
6.0000

2.38048
1.50000
1.25831
1.41421
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Table 4
ANOVA for Chinese participants
Source

Sphericity
Assumed
Greenhouseconditions
Geisser
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
GreenhouseError(conditions)
Geisser
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
Greenhouserating_categories
Geisser
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
Error(rating_categorie GreenhouseGeisser
s)
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
Greenhousetypes
Geisser
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
GreenhouseGeisser
Error(types)
Huynh-Feldt

conditions *
rating_categories

Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
GreenhouseGeisser
Huynh-Feldt

Type
III Sum of
Squares
.880

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

1

.880

.067

.812

.880

1.000

.880

.067

.812

.880
.880
39.349

1.000
1.000
3

.880
.880
13.116

.067
.067

.812
.812

39.349

3.000

13.116

39.349
39.349
15.755

3.000
3.000
1

13.116
13.116
15.755

2.869

.189

15.755

1.000

15.755

2.869

.189

15.755
15.755
16.474

1.000
1.000
3

15.755
15.755
5.491

2.869
2.869

.189
.189

16.474

3.000

5.491

16.474
16.474
8.682

3.000
3.000
11

5.491
5.491
.789

.427

.933

8.682

1.765

4.918

.427

.650

8.682
8.682
61.005

4.099
1.000
33

2.118
8.682
1.849

.427
.427

.791
.560

61.005

5.296

11.520

61.005

12.29

4.961

61.005
3.797

3.000
1

20.335
3.797

.268

.640

3.797

1.000

3.797

.268

.640

3.797

1.000

3.797

.268

.640

6
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Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
Error(conditions*ratin GreenhouseGeisser
g_categories)
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
GreenhouseGeisser
conditions * types
Huynh-Feldt

3.797
42.432

1.000
3

3.797
14.144

42.432

3.000

14.144

42.432
42.432
22.182

3.000
3.000
11

22.182
22.182

.268

.640

14.144
14.144
2.017

2.792

.011

2.366

9.374

2.792

.124

11.00

2.017

2.792

.011

2.792

.193

0

Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
GreenhouseError(conditions*type
Geisser
s)
Huynh-Feldt

22.182
23.839

1.000
33

22.182
.722

23.839

7.099

3.358

33.00

.722

Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
Greenhouserating_categories *
Geisser
types
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
GreenhouseError(rating_categorie
Geisser
s*types)
Huynh-Feldt

23.839
7.807

3.000
11

7.946
.710

.329

.973

7.807

1.655

4.716

.329

.697

7.807
7.807
71.214

3.437
1.000
33

2.271
7.807
2.158

.329
.329

.828
.606

71.214

4.966

14.339

71.214

10.31

6.906

Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
conditions *
Greenhouserating_categories *
Geisser
types
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound
Sphericity
Assumed
Error(conditions*ratin Greenhouseg_categories*types) Geisser
Huynh-Feldt
Lower-bound

71.214
3.516

3.000
11

23.738
.320

.414

.940

3.516

1.507

2.333

.414

.632

3.516
3.516
25.505

2.699
1.000
33

1.303
3.516
.773

.414
.414

.729
.566

25.505

4.521

5.641

25.505
25.505

8.096
3.000

3.151
8.502

23.839
0

2
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Table 4-1
Descriptive statistics of Chinese participants' ratings
N
Minimum Maximum
dich_type1_consonance
4
2.00
8.00
dich_type2_consonance
4
1.00
5.00
dich_type3_consonance
4
.00
6.00
dich_type4_consonance
4
.00
6.00
dich_type5_consonance
4
.00
5.00
dich_type6_consonance
4
.00
6.00
dich_type7_consonance
4
.00
8.00
dich_type8_consonance
4
1.00
6.00
dich_type9_consonance
4
.00
8.00
dich_type10_consonance
4
.00
7.00
dich_type11_consonance
4
.00
5.00
dich_type12_consonance
4
1.00
6.00
dich_type1_pleasantness
4
3.00
6.00
dich_type2_pleasantness
4
3.00
6.00
dich_type3_pleasantness
4
3.00
6.00
dich_type4_pleasantness
4
2.00
6.00
dich_type5_pleasantness
4
2.00
6.00
dich_type6_pleasantness
4
3.00
5.00
dich_type7_pleasantness
4
2.00
6.00
dich_type8_pleasantness
4
3.00
7.00
dich_type9_pleasantness
4
3.00
6.00
dich_type10_pleasantness 4
3.00
6.00
dich_type11_pleasantness 4
2.00
5.00
dich_type12_pleasantness 4
1.00
6.00
dio_type1_consonance
4
3.00
4.00
dio_type2_consonance
4
3.00
5.00
dio_type3_consonance
4
3.00
6.00
dio_type4_consonance
4
2.00
5.00
dio_type5_consonance
4
3.00
5.00
dio_type6_consonance
4
3.00
6.00
dio_type7_consonance
4
2.00
6.00
dio_type8_consonance
4
2.00
5.00
dio_type9_consonance
4
3.00
4.00
dio_type10_consonance
4
3.00
6.00
dio_type11_consonance
4
2.00
5.00
dio_type12_consonance
4
3.00
6.00
dio_type1_pleasantness
4
2.00
6.00
dio_type2_pleasantness
4
3.00
6.00
dio_type3_pleasantness
4
2.00
5.00
dio_type4_pleasantness
4
3.00
6.00
dio_type5_pleasantness
4
3.00
8.00
dio_type6_pleasantness
4
2.00
7.00
dio_type7_pleasantness
4
1.00
5.00
dio_type8_pleasantness
4
2.00
6.00

Mean
5.2500
3.5000
3.5000
3.2500
3.0000
3.5000
4.2500
3.5000
3.7500
3.2500
2.5000
3.5000
5.0000
4.7500
4.2500
4.2500
4.2500
4.2500
4.7500
4.5000
4.5000
4.7500
3.7500
4.0000
3.7500
4.5000
4.2500
3.5000
3.7500
4.2500
3.7500
3.5000
3.7500
4.0000
4.0000
4.7500
4.0000
4.7500
4.0000
4.7500
4.7500
4.0000
3.5000
4.5000

Std. Deviation
2.50000
1.73205
2.51661
2.50000
2.16025
2.64575
3.50000
2.38048
3.50000
2.98608
2.38048
2.88675
1.41421
1.25831
1.50000
2.06155
2.06155
.95743
1.89297
1.91485
1.29099
1.25831
1.50000
2.16025
.50000
1.00000
1.25831
1.29099
.95743
1.25831
1.70783
1.29099
.50000
1.41421
1.41421
1.25831
1.82574
1.50000
1.41421
1.25831
2.36291
2.16025
1.73205
1.73205
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dio_type9_pleasantness
dio_type10_pleasantness
dio_type11_pleasantness
dio_type12_pleasantness
Valid N (listwise)

4
4
4
4
4

1.00
3.00
4.00
3.00

5.00
5.00
6.00
6.00

3.5000
4.2500
4.5000
4.7500

1.91485
.95743
1.00000
1.50000

As shown in Table 3, the main effect of "types" (12 dyads) was significant after HuynhFeldt correction. However, the epsilon estimated by Huynh-Feldt method in this case was 1,
which means that the sphericity was perfect met. A simple check showed that variances of
difference between each two levels of independent variables were not all equal. Thus, the
Huynh-Feldt estimation of epsilon was incorrect. And no significant result was obtained.
Table 4 showed that the interaction between "conditions" (dichotic or diotic) and "types" (12
dyads) was significant after Huynh-Feldt correction. For "types", the epsilon estimations
were 0.160 by the Greenhouse-Geisser method; 0.373 by the Huynh-Feldt method; and 0.091
by the lower-bound method. Again, following the suggestion of Girden, 1992, p. 49, the
Greenhouse-Geisser correction was adopted. Thus, the interaction was treated insignificant.
The following figures illustrated mean ratings of each group.
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Figure 4. Mean ratings of Caucasian Canadian participants under dichotic condition
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Figure 5. Mean ratings of Caucasian Canadian participants under diotic condition
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Figure 6. Mean ratings of Caucasian Canadian participants averaged across pleasantness
and consonance ratings.
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Figure 7. Mean ratings of Chinese participants under dichotic condition
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Figure 8. Mean ratings of Chinese participants under diotic condition
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Figure 9. Mean ratings of Chinese participants averaged across pleasantness and
consonance ratings.

According to Plomp & Levlet’s theory, maximum dissonance occurs when the frequency
difference of the two tones in a dyad is about 25% of the critical bandwidth. Since the mean
frequencies of the stimuli were kept constant in this study, according to Plomp & Levelt’s
critical bandwidth function of mean frequency (Figure 10), only 3 types of dyads (i.e. 1
semitone, 2 semitones, and 3 semitones) had frequency differences smaller than 100% of the
critical bandwidth (for mean frequency = 440Hz, CBW ≈ 100Hz). The stimuli were then
divided into two groups: below 100% critical bandwidth and above 100% critical bandwidth.
Four t-tests were performed on each condition and each rating category between these two
groups. None showed a significant difference between the two groups (Table 5).
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Figure 10. Critical bandwidth as a function of the mean frequency. The solid curve
represents the critical bandwidth. Figure was from Plomp & Levelt’s study (1965, p. 555).

Table 5
Paired t-tests of the two dyad groups for each type of rating under each condition
pairs

Average consonance ratings for 1 to 3 semitones --- Average consonance

t

df

Sig. (2-tailed)

-.523

7

.617

-.334

7

.748

-.476

7

.649

-1.019

7

.342

ratings for 4 to 12 semitones, dichotic condition
Average pleasantness ratings for 1 to 3 semitones --- Average pleasantness
ratings for 4 to 12 semitones, dichotic condition
Average consonance ratings for 1 to 3 semitones --- Average consonance
ratings for 4 to 12 semitones, diotic condition
Average pleasantness ratings for 1 to 3 semitones --- Average pleasantness
ratings for 4 to 12 semitones, diotic condition

Consonance and pleasantness ratings under the diotic condition were correlated with the
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ratings from Plomp & Levelt, 1965. Since their study did not use a mean frequency of 440Hz,
the counterpart was chosen to be data under a condition in which the mean frequency was
500Hz. Frequency differences of the dyads used in the present study were plotted on the
graph from Plomp & Levelt, 1965 (Figure 11). The predicted ratings from this figure (using
the median curve) were first converted to the scale in the present study using interpolation,
then correlated with the ratings acquired in the present study (see Figure 4 and 5). No
significant correlation was found either between the pleasantness ratings under the diotic
condition and the predicted ratings, r (10) = .49, p = .11, or between the consonance ratings
under the diotic condition and the predicted ratings, r (10) = .24, p = .45. To give you a
clearer view, the predicted values and the acquired values were plotted in Figure 12.

Figure 11. Consonance rating as a function of frequency differences in sinusoidal dyads. The
upper dotted curve represents the upper quartile of the scores. The lower dotted curve
represents the lower quartile of the scores. The solid curve represents median scores. All
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three black curves were from Plomp & Levelt, 1965. The vertical red lines indicate frequency
differences for dyads used in the present study. And the horizontal blue lines indicate ratings
for these dyads according to Plomp & Levelt’s function.

Figure 12. the predicted values (Figure 9) and the acquired values of behavioral data under
the diotic condition in one figure.

EEG results
The epoched EEG data were transformed into the frequency domain by fast-Fourier
transformation and then averaged across 4 blocks. Within the range of 5 Hz to 50 Hz,
frequency spectra of the 12 dyads were correlated with that of the reference (unison).
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According to the sampling rate, this range included 90 data points. The reason to choose 5Hz
to 50Hz was that signals lower than 5Hz were contaminated by noise, presumably the “1/f
noise”. Also, the EEG signals still contained a strong artifact at 60Hz even after the 60Hz
notch filter. The correlation was done separately for each electrode (Fz, T7, Cz, T8, Pz),
resulting in 120 correlation coefficients for each participant. All correlations were
significantly positive, regardless of electrodes, presentation conditions and stimulus types, the
smallest correlation reading was rmin (88) = .37, p < .0005.
These spectral correlation coefficients were treated as raw data and put into SPSS. A 4way mixed ANOVA with within-subject factor presentation conditions (dichotic and diotic),
electrodes (Fz, T7, Cz, T8, and Pz), and types (1 to 12 semitones), and between-subject factor
ethnicity (Chinese & Canadian) was performed. After Greenhouse-Geisser correction for
violation of the assumption of sphericity, only the effect of electrode was significant, F (1,
1.531) = 6.27, p = .02. Post-hoc Bonferroni tests showed significant difference between Cz
and T7, p < .001; between Cz and T8, p = .046; and between Pz and T7, p = .009. Figure 13
and 14 showed the mean correlations.
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Figure 13. Mean spectral correlation coefficients between each dyads and the reference
under the diotic condition.
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Figure 14. Mean spectral correlation coefficients between each dyads and the reference
under the dichotic condition.

Behavioral and EEG combined
The consonance and pleasantness ratings averaged across participants were correlated
with the EEG spectral correlations mentioned above. This was done separately for each dyad
on each electrode. No significant correlations were obtained, as shown in Table 6 and 7.

Table 6
Correlations between spectral correlation on each electrode and ratings under the
diotic condition
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Mean Fz spectral correlation

Pearson Correlation

Mean consonance

Mean pleasantness

ratings

ratings

.358

Sig. (2-tailed)

.005
.988

.253
N
Mean T7 spectral correlation

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

12

12

-.079

.228

.808
.476

N
Mean Cz spectral correlation

12

12

Pearson Correlation

.441

-.392

Sig. (2-tailed)

.151

.207

12

12

Pearson Correlation

.306

-.127

Sig. (2-tailed)

.333

.695

12

12

Pearson Correlation

.298

.029

Sig. (2-tailed)

.347

.929

12

12

N
Mean T8 spectral correlation

N
Mean Pz spectral correlation

N
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Table 7
Correlations between spectral correlation on each electrode and ratings under the dichotic
condition

Mean Fz spectral correlation

Pearson Correlation

Mean consonance

Mean pleasantness

ratings

ratings

-.425

.075

.168

.817

12

12

-.448

-.153

.144

.635

12

12

Pearson Correlation

.122

.447

Sig. (2-tailed)

.706

.145

12

12

Pearson Correlation

.048

-.169

Sig. (2-tailed)

.882

.600

12

12

Pearson Correlation

.044

.381

Sig. (2-tailed)

.893

.222

12

12

Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Mean T7 spectral correlation

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Mean Cz spectral correlation

N
Mean T8 spectral correlation

N
Mean Pz spectral correlation

N

Since averaged ratings failed to show any significant correlations, the behavioral
measurements from each participant were individually correlated with the averaged EEG
responses under each presentation condition (diotic and dichotic). The results were
inconsistent among participants, as shown in the table below.

Table 8
Correlations of individual behavioral data. "P#" indicates participant #. "dich_con"
represents consonance ratings under dichotic condition. "dich_ple" represent pleasantness
ratings under dichotic condition. "dio_con" and "dio_ple" represents corresponding ratings
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under diotic condition. "Fz", "Cz", "Pz", "T7", &"T8" represent averaged EEG responses on
each electrode. "~" represents the Pearson's r correlation. "+" represents significant positive
correlations. "-" represents significant negative correlations.
P1

Fz~dich_con

P2

P3

P4

P5

-

Fz~dich_ple

P6

P7

-

Fz~dio_con
Fz~dio_ple
Cz~dich_con
Cz~dich_ple
Cz_dio_con

+

Cz~dio_ple
Pz~dich_con

+

Pz~dich_ple
Pz~dio_con
Pz~dio_ple

+

T7~dich_con
T7~dich_ple

+

T7~dio_con
T7~dio_ple
T8~dich_con
T8~dich_ple
T8~dio_con
T8~dio_ple
dich_con~dich_ple

+

-

P8
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dio_con~dio_ple

-

dich_con~dio_con

+
+

dich_con~dio_ple

-

+

+
-

+

dich_ple~dio_con
dich_ple~dio_ple

+

+

+

+

Discussion

The failure to demonstrate an effect of "conditions" (dichotic or diotic) in both EEG
measurements and behavioral measurements suggested that participants were unable to judge
the consonance and pleasantness of the stimuli were similar between the two conditions. Also,
no robust difference has been found between Chinese and Canadian participants. However,
the potentially significant interaction between "ethnicity" and "types" shown in the ANOVA
for all participants may imply a role of ethnicity.
Contrary to previous findings, no significant correlation was found between the averaged
ratings of consonance and pleasantness under carefully controls to exclude priming effect.
Analyses on individual ratings also failed to show consistent correlations of their consonance
and pleasantness ratings. It was interesting that many participants had never heard about the
word “consonance”. Since all participants were untrained, it was possible that they were
confused by the meaning of consonance.
Variations in the correlations of EEG spectra evoked by various dyad tones and the EEG
spectrum of the reference tone did not correspond to variations in their consonance and
pleasantness ratings. The spectral correlation appeared insensitive to dyad differences, and
were insensitive to presentation conditions (dichotic or diotic). The significant effect of
electrodes locations implies that the loci of processing non-contextual consonance and
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pleasantness information might reside in the temporal lobe and the frontal lobe, since the
spectral correlations on the other two electrodes (Cz and Pz) were uniformly high across
different dyads.
Contrary to Helmholtz’s (1877/1954) and Plomp & Levelt’s (1965) theory, neither the
EEG data nor the behavioral measurements showed significant difference between the
dichotic and the diotic conditions, though a potentially significant interaction of "conditions"
and "types" was evident among Chinese participants. Stimuli used in the present study were
grouped into two groups. Group one had dyads with frequency differences greater than the
critical bandwidth of the mean frequency. And group two had dyads whose frequency
differences are smaller than the critical bandwidth of the mean frequency. Ratings were
averaged for each group. Paired t-tests were performed on these averaged ratings. The
insignificant results of these t-tests are contrary to Plomp & Levelt's theory of the role of
critical bandwidths in consonance perception. The insignificant correlations between data of
the present study and Plomp & Levelt’s results are also contrary to their theory. However,
ratings for the first four intervals seemed to align closely with the predicted values. It is
possible that the small sample size and participant variability prevented other intervals to
align with the predicted curve. To test this possibility, individual behavioral data were
correlated with the average EEG responses, since individual EEG responses contain too much
noise. As shown in Table 8, these correlations varied among participants, and some
participants' ratings were significant. Although a universal pattern was not observed, an
increased sample size may be able to reveal it.
At least three major limitations existed in this experiment. The first one was the small
sample size. Due to the time constraint and time of year (exam time), only eight participants
were recruited, and each has been tested only 2 times for each listening condition and 2
seconds total of EEG recording were used for each dyad. With this small sample, the
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variability of consonance and pleasantness ratings and the variability of EEG data, the
inferential statistics would not give very informative results. The second major limitation was
the inaccurate timing. Most literatures report measuring evoked response potentials (ERP),
which was the original paradigm for the present study. However, since the timing mechanism
could not be fixed in time, the design was changed to frequency analysis to fit the capability
of the system. The detrimental effect of the possible inaccurate timing would be further
exacerbated by the small sample size. One mistimed epoch would weigh too much to be
diluted in the average of data. The third limitation was the potentially low signal-to-noise
(SNR) ratio. The correlation coefficients calculated for the spectra were high (average≈0.8)
for 88 degrees of freedom. The most probable explanation was that majority of the signal was
systematic noise. Due to the long epoch length (2s) and few repetitions for each stimulus
(twice for each participant), the fluctuation of the EEG correlation coefficients was more
likely to be caused by random interference rather than consonance and pleasantness
perceptions. Moreover, the EEG cap had only one nylon attachment to hold it in place. For
many participants, even the tightest position still felt somewhat loose. If the participants
moved their heads, which they would have to when they were writing the questionnaires,
those electrodes could have slipped and become less attached. This is particularly
problematic when combined with a one hour long recording time. Participants were likely to
feel fatigue over the experimental procedure and thus less likely to remain still, producing
more noise in the recording. Due to these limitations, findings of this study need to be
interpreted with caution. With the current system, including more participants and using
synchronized video recording of when each trial begins are two practical improvements.
However, the optimal solution is to fix the system then use an ERP design.
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Appendix A: Literature review
Disclaimer:
Anything (may or may not be 100% direct quotes, but all shall be considered quotes
or excerpts) other than “Implications” belongs to the original authors of the cited
article.

Introduction:
Basar, E. (2013). A review of gamma oscillations in healthy subjects and in cognitive
impairment. International Journal of Psychophysiology: Official Journal of the
International Organization of Psychophysiology, 90(2), 99-117.
doi:10.1016/j.ijpsycho.2013.07.005
Summary:
Relevance:
Collura, T. F. (1997). The measurement, interpretation, and use of EEG frequency bands.
Retrieved from http://www.brainmaster.com/generalinfo/eegbands/eegbands.html
Summary:
Relevance:
David, O., Kilner, J. M., & Friston, K. J. (2006). Mechanisms of evoked and induced
responses in MEG/EEG. Neuroimage, (4), 1580. doi: 10.1016/j.neuroimage.2006.02.034
Summary:
The research tried to establish a model to relate evoked responses with induced
responses. It also mentioned two different mechanisms: dynamic mechanism and structural
mechanism. Dynamic mechanism is like a simple input-output system, for instance, a neuron
producing an action potential due to a stimulus. Whereas structural mechanism is more
indirect and have a “memorizing” property, for instance, a NMDA receptor changing the
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cell’s sensitivity to stimuli without producing an action potential directly. The author stated
that the dynamic mechanism underlying evoked response can induce responses, and the
structural mechanism behind induced responses can have evoked features. To support their
theory, the authors used a sophisticated mathematical model. First they defines two functions:
the state function = f(x,u,θ), and the output function y = λ(x,θ) + ε, with x representing the
initial state, u representing the input, θ representing the structural variable, and ε representing
the error in the measurement. Then take the Taylor expansion for the y function and take the
convolution of the resulted equation, you will get something involving Volterra kernel. The
memorizing property is represented by this part. But at this point, it goes beyond my ken.
Relevance:
“Evoked and induced oscillations differ in their phase-relationships to the stimulus.
Evoked oscillations are phase locked to the stimulus, whereas induced oscillations are not.”
A common conception is that evoked oscillations reflect a stimulus-locked ERR, in time–
frequency space and that induced oscillations are generated by some distinct high-order
process […] this process is often described in terms of binding and/or neuronal
synchronization. The tenet of the binding hypothesis is that coherent firing patterns can
induce large fluctuations in the membrane potential of neighboring neurons which, in
turn, facilitate synchronous firing and information transfer […] Oscillatory activity that is
classified as induced is the measured correlate of these massively synchronous neuronal
assemblies. Oscillations are induced because their self-organized emergence is not evoked
directly by the stimulus but induced vicariously through nonlinear and possibly
autonomous mechanisms.

Helmholtz, H. v., Ellis, A. J., & Margenau, H. (1877/1954). On the sensations of tone as a
physiological basis for the theory of music / Hermann L. F. von Helmholtz; translated,
thoroughly revised and corrected, rendered conformal to the 4th (and last) German ed.
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of 1877, with numerous additional notes and a new additional appendix bringing down
information to 1885, and especially adapted to the use of music students, by Alexander J.
ellis; with a new introduction (1954) by Henry Margenau New York, N.Y. : Dover
Publications, 1954.
Summary:
An eminent book which relates Physics and musical system to human perception.
Relevance:
“The roughness arising from sounding two tones together depends, then, in a compound
manner on the magnitude of the interval and the number of beats produced in a second.”(p.
172)
Consonance is defined as the absence of relatively slow beats (less than around 100Hz).
Thus, “the most perfect chord is the unison, for which both compound tones have the same
pitch. All its partial tones coincide, and hence no dissonance can occur except such as is
contained in each compound separately” (p. 186).

Langner, G., & Ochse, M. (2005). The neural basis of pitch and harmony in the auditory
system. Musicae Scientiae, SPECIALISSUE, 185-208. Retrieved from
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=psyh&AN=2006-07377009site=ehost-live&scope=site
Summary:
This article first introduced the evidences about the biological origin of harmonic
detection by summarizing a study using gerbils to train their pitch perception. Then it went on
to develop a model that relates the inferior colliculus (IC), the ventral cochlear nucleus
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(VCN), the dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN) also the ventral nucleus and the lateral lemniscus
(VNLL) into a circuit-like working pattern about pitch perception. However, the author
seemed to confuse frequency with timbre (frequency composition), which might resulted
from a mistranslation from German. So when the article mentions two perpendicular axes in
human brain: one for frequency and the other for pitch, I think what he really meant to say
was an axis for frequency composition, or timbre, and a perpendicular axis for pitch. Finally,
the article suggested that our preference toward harmonic sounds can be explained by the
simple mathematical law extracted from these stimuli, rather than by a result of adaptation.
Relevance:
“[…] beats faster than about 20/sec are fused into a pitch sensation, although below
about 100/sec the resulting pitch percept is also connected with the sensation of roughness.”
“[…] it is a consequence of the underlying mathematical principle, and not a result of a
possible adaptation to a harmonic environment, that coincidence neurons in the IC respond to
certain frequencies and integer multiples of it.”

Pierce, J. R. (1992). The science of musical sound / John R. Pierce New York : W.H.
Freeman, c1992; Rev. ed.
Summary:
A book “describes the physical and mathematical aspects of sound waves that underlie
our experience of music as well as the psychoacoustics of musical sound---the relation of
physical aspects of sounds to their perceptual features”.
Relevance:
“The range of frequencies in which we hear beats or roughness is called the critical
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bandwidth.” (p. 78)
“In essence, the critical bandwidth results from the way that ear resolves frequencies. At
low and moderate sound levels, frequency components lying farther apart than a critical
bandwidth send signals to the brain over separate nerve fibers, but frequency components
lying within a critical bandwidth send a mixed signal over the same fibers.”(p. 79)
“For most of the frequency range, the critical bandwidth lies between a minor third (0.25
an octave measured in cents or a ratio of 1.1892 beween the higher tone and lower tone) and
a whole tone. For frequencies below 440Hz, the critical bandwidth is larger.”(p. 80)
“For pure sine tones, any interval greater than a minor third will be judged as consonant,
however odd the ratio of frequencies” (p. 81).
“The ear has a strong tendency to ascribe a single pitch to a collection of tones whose
frequencies are integer multiples of a common frequency, even though that frequencies itself
and some of its integer multiples are absent. Furthermore, we can have a sense of pitch and
unity of sound even when the frequency intervals between successive higher partials are not
exactly equal” (p. 95).

Pribram, K. H. (1998). Thoughts on the meaning of brain electrical activity. International
Journal of Psychology, 33(3), 213-225. doi:10.1080/002075998400402
Summary:
This article concerns the relation of the graded polarizations and individual spikes. Based
on the recording of graded activity and action potentials, the author stated that a graded
dendritic process serves as a cross correlation device which designs, rather than results from,
the pattern of nerve impulses. Then by reviewing an experiment of whisker stimulation on
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rats and some other laboratories, the author brought up the concept of “temporal hold” as a
potential answer of the “binding problem”. But when there were many oscillators involved, it
seemed that computations in spectral domain (e.g. FFT) would be more efficient. Then the
author quoted a study of quantum mechanics and using it to illustrate a way to break time
symmetry, though the author didn’t explain how the time symmetry relates to the transform
from spectral domain to the space-time domain.
Relevance:
“[…] the computations are facilitated considerably when they are carried out in the
spectral domain (by using an FFT or similar algorithm). My suggestion […] is that if it is
easier for the computer to perform the algorithm in this domain, it is likely that it is easier for
the brain to do it that way.”

Sethares, W. A. (2005). Tuning, timbre, spectrum, scale [electronic resource] / William A.
Sethares London : Springer, 2005; 2nd ed.
Summary:
A book explains “the relationship between the timbre of a sound and the intervals, scale,
or tuning in which the sound appears ‘in tune’”, as well as the precise terms and underlying
patterns to express this relationship.
Relevance:
“One inescapable conclusion is that notions of consonance and dissonance have changed
significantly over the years. Presumably, they will continue to change.”(p. 78)
“Sensory consonance, with its emphasis on roughness and beats, provides the most
pragmatic definition, in the sense that it leads to physical correlates which can be readily
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measured.”(p. 88)
Teplan, M. (2002). Fundamentals of EEG measurement. Measurement Science Review, 2(2),
1-11. Retrieved from
http://www.edumed.org.br/cursos/neurociencia/MethodsEEGMeasurement.pdf
Summary:
A review of the history and methods of EEG recording.
Relevance:
“Usually, they are measured from peak to peak and normally range from 0.5 to 100 µV
in amplitude”
“Brain waves have been categorized into four basic groups:
- beta (>13 Hz),
- alpha (8-13 Hz),
- theta (4-8 Hz),
- delta (0.5-4 Hz)”
“The best-known and most extensively studied rhythm of the human brain is the normal
alpha rhythm. Alpha can be usually observed better in the posterior and occipital regions with
typical amplitude about 50 µV (peak-peak)”

Research Compendium:

Ethology:
Koda, H., Basile, M., Olivier, M., Remeuf, K., Nagumo, S., Blois-Heulin, C., & Lemasson,
A. (2013). Validation of an auditory sensory reinforcement paradigm: Campbell’s
monkeys (cercopithecus campbelli) do not prefer consonant over dissonant sounds.
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Journal of Comparative Psychology, 127(3), 265-271.

doi:10.1037/a0031237

Purpose:
The innate preference of consonance over dissonance has been well established in humans.
Studies also showed that many other species have the ability to discriminate consonance from
dissonance. However, the possible ability to distinguish these two kinds of stimuli does not
necessarily entail a preference for consonance. The present study tested the spontaneous
acoustical preference in Campbell’s monkeys, of which the auditory system has been shown
comparable to humans. The study also developed and validated a simple paradigm for
measuring the auditory preference.
Method:
Six female Campbell’s monkeys were used. The experiments were conducted in a cage. One
loudspeaker was placed at the right side of the cage and the other placed at the left side. The
subjects were given several days to familiarize the setting. The study applied a “sensory
reinforcement paradigm”, which uses the sensory stimulus itself as a reinforcer to shape
behavior. One subject was initially placed at the centre of the cage. When it moved, the
speaker at the side it went to would play a corresponding sound, and when the subject move
to the other half of the cage, the other speaker would play a different sound. There were two
conditions (two pairs of sounds): consonance versus dissonance, and loud white-noise versus
soft white-noise. The latter condition was used to validate the experimental setting. In each
trial, the stimuli and the loudspeakers were randomly paired prior to the test. The consonance
and dissonance were MIDI generated piano tones. Two perfect fifths and two octaves served
as consonant stimuli, whereas two tritons and two minor ninths served as dissonant stimuli.
The loud white-noise and the soft white-noise only differed on their intensities. ANOVA
using the total time spent on the side corresponding to each type of stimulus under each
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condition were carried out, both for the total 30-min of each trial and the first 5 min of each
trial to test the potential habituation effect.
Results:
The subjects showed no preference of consonance over dissonance. But they did show a
preference of soft white-noise over loud white-noise.
Conclusion:
The results validated the paradigm used in the experiment. The human universal preference
for consonance cannot be generalized to non-ape primates.
Implications:
I remember reading somewhere that the preference of consonance is quite universal among
species. But this article suggests the opposite. Although it’s not a fairly long or sophisticated
study, it clarified my false belief. And that’s vital, because writing the right thing is more
important than writing the fancy thing.

Sugimoto, T., Kobayashi, H., Nobuyoshi, N., Kiriyama, Y., Takeshita, H., Nakamura, T., &
Hashiya, K. (2010). Preference for consonant music over dissonant music by an infant
chimpanzee.(report). Primates, (1), 7. doi:10.1007/s10329-009-0160-3)
Purpose:
This article concerns the origin of music, in which the perception of consonance and
dissonance is essential. Studies have confirmed that many animals have the ability to
discriminate consonance from dissonance. The present study focused on whether an infant
chimpanzee has a preference of consonance over dissonance.
Method:
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One infant chimpanzee was used. Six stimulus sets: 3 melody patterns (A, B, and C) times 2
timbres (piano and marimba) were used. Each pattern had two versions, one consonant
version (CV) and one dissonant version (DV). Pattern A was a 38-second minuet from Duette
Englischer Meister in F major. The DV of pattern A changed all Gs to G flat and all Cs to C
flat. In this pattern, CV had no dissonant intervals and DV had 32. Pattern B and C were
similarly constructed by change certain notes to their flat versions. DVs in all patterns had
more dissonant intervals than CVs.
The subject lay in a bed with its right arm attached to a string. Stimuli were presented by two
loudspeakers one on each side of the bed. After the onset of the a stimulus (either CV or DV
of a randomly chosen pattern), pulling the string within 7 seconds would lead to a
continuation of the stimulus up to 120 second. Pulling the string between 7 and 14 seconds
would also lead to a continuation of the same music, but with a 0 to 7 second pause prior to
the continuation. Pulling the string after 14 seconds of the onset would switch the stimulus
from CV to DV or vice versa.
Results:
ANOVA revealed significantly more time was spent on listening CVs. The melody patterns,
timbres, and their interactions appeared insignificant.
Conclusion:
The results suggested the preference of consonance over dissonance is shared with humans’
phylogenetically closest relatives. However, the researchers also observed that somehow the
dissonant music was more relaxing for the chimpanzee, suggesting the criteria for preference
may need to be further refined.
Implication:
This is just a short article I found to contrast the previous one. I probably should put this in
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section A. But since it has an experimental design, I just left it here.

Neurophysiology:
Blood, A. J., Zatorre, R. J., Bermudez, P., & Evans, A. C. (1999). Emotional responses to
pleasant and unpleasant music correlate with activity in paralimbic brain regions. Nature
Neuroscience, 2(4), 382. Retrieved from
http%3a%2f%2fsearch.ebscohost.com%2flogin.aspx%3fdirect%3dtrue%26db%3da9h%
26AN%3d8829239%26site%3deds-live%26scope%3dsite
Purpose:
This study used PET to measure cerebral correlates of affective and perceptual responses to
musical dissonance. The reason to focus on the negative affective reactions was that positive
reactions often fluctuate with personal preferences of music, whereas negative reactions are
thought to be more stable and innate. A recent case study of amusia suggested that perceptual
and emotional analysis of music may be dissociated. The hypotheses of this study were that
“the variation in affective quality of the stimuli would correlate with regional cerebral blood
flow (rCBF) changes in regions involved in emotional processes, and that these regions
would differ from those involved in perceptual analysis of music”.
Method:
5 males and 5 females were recruited. All were right-handed and healthy, with no more than
amateur musical training. Stimuli were a novel melody and an accompanying chord, of which
the degree of dissonance were adjusted from the most dissonant (Diss5) to least dissonant
(Diss0). Stimuli were presented binaurally. PET scans were collected from ten subjects
during each of the six versions of the stimuli, plus a noise control condition. Subjects also
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rated each stimulus on a -5-to-+5 bipolar analog scale immediately after the scan. Adjectives
selected for ratings were unpleasant versus pleasant, tense versus relaxed, irritated versus
unirritated, annoying versus unannoying, dissonant versus consonant, angry versus calm,
bored versus interested and happy versus sad. Regression maps were calculated to assess the
relations between dissonance and rCBF, to detect co-variance of regional brain activity, and
to assess the relations between subjective ratings and rCBF. Complementary subtraction
method was used to isolate rCBF changes only caused by the change in dissonance (Diss5 –
Diss0), and rCBF changes due to generalized music perception (Diss5 – control &Diss0 –
control).
Results:
“Activity in right parahippocampal gyrus and precuneus regions correlated with increasing
dissonance, whereas activity in orbitofrontal, subcallosal cingulated and frontal polar cortex
correlated with decreasing dissonance. Regional co-variation analyses demonstrated negative
correlations between these two sets of regions”. Subjective rating confirmed the
unpleasantness of increasing dissonance, except for the bored versus interested and sad
versus happy, which showed no significant difference among different stimuli.
Conclusion:
The data suggested that rCBF changes in paralimbic and neocortical areas involved in
affective processing correlate with increasing or decreasing dissonance. Also, dissonance was
associated with negative emotional ratings. “The regions activated in this study differ from
those activated during perceptual analysis of music, supporting the hypothesis that there may
be a dissociation between perceptual and emotional responses to music”.
Implications:
The results of this study confirmed the emotional effect of music. It also showed that
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dissonance and consonance cannot be fully explained by a peripheral mechanism.

Peretz, I., Blood, A. J., Penhune, V., & Zatorre, R. (2001). Cortical deafness to dissonance.
Brain: A Journal of Neurology, 124, 928-940. Retrieved from
http%3a%2f%2fsearch.ebscohost.com%2flogin.aspx%3fdirect%3dtrue%26db%3dcmed
m%26AN%3d11335695%26site%3deds-live%26scope%3dsite
Purpose:
This study investigated the dissociation of emotional responses and the perception of
dissonance by examining a patient who was unable to perceive dissonance while her ability to
report the emotional content of musical stimuli remaining intact. This case study also
compared results with the former one done by Blood, A. J., Zatorre, R. J., Bermudez, P., &
Evans, A. C. at 1999.
Method:
The patient was a 40-year-old, right-handed woman (called I.R.) with no musical training.
She cannot detect dissonance that was created by local pitch shifts, but was able to
distinguish dissonance from consonance that resulted from different modes (e.g. major third
&minor third). I.R.’s global emotional responses appeared normal compared to normal
controls. I.R suffered from brain lesion of the left superior temporal gyrus, including Heschl’s
gyrus, the anterior portion of the planum temporal, the middle temporal gyrus, parietal
operculum, pre- and post-central gyri, and the posterior half of the insula. In the right
hemisphere, anterior and superior portion of the superior temporal gyrus, anterior portion of
the insula, a small portion of putamen, most of the pre-central and inferior frontal gyri were
damaged.
Experiment 1: I.R. and two matched controls were recruited. 24 excerpts drawn from a
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variety of musical pieces were used. Half of these stimuli were played in the major mode to
elicit a sense of happiness, and the other half were played in the minor mode to elicit a sense
of sadness. The dissonant versions were created by shifting all tones of the leading voice by
one semitone either upward or downward. Four sets of stimuli were constructed with this
method, with each set comprising 48 excerpts (12 happy and consonant, 12 happy and
dissonant, 12 sad and consonant, 12 sad and dissonant). The stimuli were presented
randomly. Participants were tested in an ABBA manner. They were instructed to provide
subjective rating after each selection of excerpts on a 10-point happy-sad scale (A) and a
pleasant-unpleasant (B) scale.
Experiment 2: I.R. was instructed to provide subjective ratings on a bipolar scale of nine
adjectives while listening to six versions of melodies with various degree of dissonance. The
PET scan was carried out simultaneously.
Results:
In experiment 1, control group perceived the emotional content of stimuli more easily when
the stimuli were consonant, i.e. consonant music was found to sound happier or sadder than
dissonant music in the same category. Pleasantness ratings were determined by dissonance.
However, I.R.’s ratings showed no interaction between emotional content and dissonance.
Her ratings about pleasantness were also insensitive to dissonance.
In experiment 2, I.R.’s ratings were not significantly correlated with dissonance. The PET
scan suggested that the superior temporal gyri might be critical for dissonance perception.
Conclusion:
The present results pointed to a particular functional architecture underlying emotional
interpretation of dissonance, suggesting that the musical input first reaches the superior
temporal gyri, then the output is relayed to emotional systems.
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Implications:
From a methodological point of view, this article demonstrated the importance of carefully
choosing the words used in subjective rating scales, since similar words can have subtle
differences (e.g. happy vs. pleasant), and these differences may be the key point to discern an
underlying functional difference. The results indicated an “intensifying” effect of consonance
on emotional content, rather than simply being more pleasant.

Schneider, P., Sluming, V., Roberts, N., Scherg, M., Goebel, R., Specht, H. J., . . . Rupp, A.
(2005). Structural and functional asymmetry of lateral heschl's gyrus reflects pitch
perception preference. Nature Neuroscience, 8(9), 1241-1247. doi:10.1038/nn1530
Purpose:
The main purposes of this study were to investigate “the individual psychometric differences
in f0 and fsp perception in relation to musical aptitude, the neural basis for type of pitch
perception by using MRI and MEG, and the influence of relative hemispheric lateralization
versus absolute magnitude of both gray matter volume structurally and auditory evoked
activity functionally”.
Method:
420 right handed healthy participants (372 with musical training, 48 without) were recruited
for the pitch test. A subgroup of 87 (67 trained, 20 untrained; 34 were f0 and 53 were fsp
listeners) were included in the MRI and MEG test.
Pitch test: The experiment was carried out using the standard methodology as in Laguitton’s
study. Each tone comprised two, three, or four consecutive harmonics, the fundamental was
missing. The magnitude of pitch changes was designed so that it was considerably larger than
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the pitch discrimination threshold. The participants were instructed to indicate the direction
of pitch while listening to the paired tones as in the Laguitton’s study.
Morphometry: The gray matter surface reconstructions of the subgroup were calculated using
T1-weighted structural MRI data.
HG subregions: HG was defined as the intermediate area between the first complete Heschl’s
sulcus (cHS) and the first transverse sulcus (FTS). The crescent-shaped anterior gyrus was
subdivided into mHG, lHG and aSTG functionally and structurally.
MEG: The auditory evoked fields of 12 harmonic complexes covering the parametric range
used in the pitch test were recorded. Participants were instructed to passively listen to the
sounds. The responses were averaged for each frequency and finally form a grand average.
Results:
Pitch test: the tendency to virtually (synthetically) perceive the stimuli increased with
increasing number of components and with decreasing orders of harmonic.
Neural basis of pitch perception: The gray matter volume increased continually from mHG to
aSTG. The f0 listeners showed a leftward asymmetry in lHG while the fsp listeners showed a
rightward asymmetry. The structural asymmetry corresponded to a functional asymmetry
revealed by MEG. The P50m amplitude was larger in the left hemisphere for f0 listeners and
in the right hemisphere for fsp listeners. Statistics showed a strong correlation between
structural asymmetry with functional asymmetry, while the absolute magnitude of neural
substrate and the functional asymmetry showed no significant correlation, though the
absolute magnitude of the entire crescent-shaped anterior convolution of musicians was
systematically larger than that of non-musicians.
Conclusion:
This study “depicted for the first time the full shape and progression of HG and aSTG”. The
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results suggest a left lateralization for virtual perception and a right lateralization for spectral
perception, and that the absolute magnitudes of the neural HG substrate corresponds to
musical training.
Implications:
As the last article about spectral and virtual pitch perception I’m going to include, this one
used a variety of methods to investigate this matter. And finally gave a physiological
explanation of it. The MEG analysis method used in this study was somewhat similar to what
I expect in my EEG research, although the configuration may be quite different for a specific
program.

EEG:
Bidelman, G. M., &Krishnan, A. (2009). Neural correlates of consonance, dissonance and the
hierarchy of musical pitch in the human brainstem. The Journal of Neuroscience. 29(42),
13165-13171.
Purpose:
This study was to determine whether “consonance, dissonance, and the hierarchy of musical
pitch arise from basic sensory-level processing inherent to the auditory system”. As a
measurement, the researchers recorded frequency-following response (FFR) in the rostral
brainstem, which is hypothesized to originate from inferior colliculus (IC) and has a
characteristic that it possesses a periodic waveform following the individual cycles of the
stimuli. Before this study, there had been little research about consonance perception in the
subcortical region. The only previously done experiment used only a limited number of
stimulus set. This study addressed this and several other methodological inaptitudes.
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Method:
Ten participants (4 males and 6 females) were recruited. All of them were non-musician,
right-handed, and healthy. The stimuli were dyads with the lower frequency hold at f0 = 220
Hz (A3) and the upper one varied to produce different consonant frequency ratios with the
lower one (1:1, 5:4, 4:3, 3:2, 5:3, 2:1) as well as dissonant ones (16:15, 45:32, 15:8). Each
individual note was synthesized with 6 purely sinusoidal harmonics corresponding to its
fundamental. Each stimulus was presented for 200ms. The dyads were presented dichotically
(one component per ear) to reduce peripheral processing and the effect of cochlear
nonlinearities. Participants heard two stimuli in each trial and were asked to choose the more
pleasant one by clicking the mouse. FFRs were recorded differentially between a noninverting (+) electrode at Fz and an inverting (-) one at C7. Another electrode at Fpz served
as ground. The EEG was amplified by 200000 and filtered from 70 to 5000Hz. The results
were selected for minimal artifacts and then subjected to autocorrelation function (ACF),
which was to compensate the shorter pitch intervals of some stimuli. Then the weighted ACF
went through a period template analysis, which was to measure the neural salience
(maximum activity among several perceived pitches) by the ratio of activity density between
the ACF activity which fell into the sieve and the mean density of the whole ACF
distribution. Then the results were analyzed using ANOVA.
Results:
For FFR recordings, temporal waveforms of dissonance showed a beat pattern while
consonance did not. Also, although some stimuli had a frequency exceeding 2500Hz, “no
spectral information was present in the FFRs above about 1000Hz”, presumably due to the
limit of phase locking ability in IC.
For behavioral ratings, subjects generally rated consonances as more pleasant. But they also
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rated octave and perfect fifth higher than the unison. The author suggested that this surprising
result may be due to lack of musical knowledge about consonance.
For ANOVA, the effect of musical interval on neural pitch salience was significant. The
effect did not differ significantly among octave, unison, and perfect fifth. Consonances
produced significantly stronger salience than did dissonances.
For the comparison of behavior and neural data, they are highly correlated (r=0.81), although
the rankings among octave, unison, and perfect fifth between the two were disparate.
Conclusion:
“Consonance, dissonance, and the hierarchical ordering of musical pitch are automatically
encoded by preattentive, sensory-level processing. Brainstem responses are well correlated
with the ordering of consonance obtained behaviorally”.
Implications:
The dichotical presentation used in this research is very inspiring. I will probably use this
method to reduce the individual difference among the cochlear structure, which is unlikely to
be affected by cultural background. Also, the discrepancy between the neural data and
behavior data considering the ranking of unison, perfect fifth, and octave in terms of degree
of consonance may imply more than just lack of musical knowledge. I will see if I can find
more research about it.

Fishman, Y. I., Volkov, I. O., Noh, M. D., Garell, P. C., Bakken, H., Arezzo, J. C., . . .
Steinschneider, M. (2001). Consonance and dissonance of musical chords: Neural
correlates in auditory cortex of monkeys and humans. Journal of Neurophysiology,
86(6), 2761-2788. Retrieved from
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http%3a%2f%2fsearch.ebscohost.com%2flogin.aspx%3fdirect%3dtrue%26db%3dcmed
m%26AN%3d11731536%26site%3deds-live%26scope%3dsite
Purpose:
Chords with simple (small-integer) frequency ratios are typically judged to be consonant,
whereas chords with complex (large-integer) frequency ratios are considered dissonant. The
author stated that musical (evaluated within a musical context) consonance/dissonance could
be influenced by cultural background and musical training. In contrast, sensory (evaluated in
isolation) consonance/dissonance is independent of culture and training (This latter claim has
been rejected by Itoh’s study of non-contextual consonance and dissonance). The definition
of consonance and dissonance used in this study was the one developed by Helmholtz. The
present study hypothesized that the perceived dissonance of musical chords should correlate
with the magnitude of A1 activity phase-locked to the difference frequencies. To form a
stronger conclusion, this study also compared animal subjects with human participants.
Method:
Three adult monkeys were used as subjects. Intra-cortical recordings at A1 were obtained
using linear-array multi-contact electrodes containing 14 recording contacts. One male (#1)
and one female human (#2) participants were recruited. They were right-handed seizure
patients. #2 had depth electrodes implanted in the right Heschl’s gyrus and planum temporal.
#1 had depth electrodes implanted in the right Heschl’s gyrus, the planum temporal, and a
more posterior location within the planum temporal. The reference electrode was located on
the ventral surface of the ipsilateral anterior temporal lobe. Auditory evoked potentials were
recorded at 2-500Hz with a 1.0-2.05 kHz sampling rate.
All stimuli were monaurally delivered to the ear contralateral to the recorded hemisphere.
Each chord (dyad) was composed of two complex tones, each containing the f0 and the
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second through tenth harmonic. The f0 of one tone served as the root, and that of the second
tones defined the interval. The root was held at 128Hz, 256Hz, or 512Hz. Each stimulus set
presented in a given electrode penetration was composed of eight different musical intervals
with varying degrees of dissonance.
Data acquired from electrode recordings were quantified using fast Fourier transform (FFT).
The FFT was applied to the steady-state oscillation (175-445ms for monkeys and subject #1,
and 175-370ms for subject #2).
Results:
While the initial responses of consonant and dissonant stimuli were qualitatively similar, the
dissonant intervals elicited more prominent oscillations than did consonant ones in both
monkey and human subjects. And the mean ranks of the spectral amplitude tend to increase
with the subjective ratings of the chords.
Conclusion:
The results provided strong support for a physiological representation of sensory dissonance
in A1. But there were a few limitations. First, the present study provided no information
regarding the neural substrates underlying emotional responses to consonant versus dissonant
chords. Second, it did not explain why melodic intervals (sequential tone pairs), which do not
produce beats or roughness, are also evaluated as consonant or dissonant according to their
frequency ratios. Third, Helmholtz’s theory cannot explain why intervals extending beyond
an octave, for which the large frequency separation between components precludes the
generation of roughness, are also evaluated as consonant or dissonant similarly to withinoctave intervals (I don’t agree with the last one, this part is illustrated in Helmholtz’s book by
an elementary mathematical quality).
Implications:
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This study provided physiological evidence for Helmholtz’s theory. But, as mentioned
previously, it has several inaccurate statements.

Itoh, K., Suwazono, S., &Nakada, T. (2010). Central auditory processing of noncontextual
consonance in music: An evoked potential study. Acoustical Society of America, 128(6),
3781-3787. doi: 10.1121/1.3500685
Purpose:
The consonance property of noncontextual tone has been largely attribute to the sensory
consonance, which means the absence of roughness originated at cochlea and represented
throughout the auditory pathway. The roughness corresponds to the critical band width
(CBW) of the two components. Since there is little evidence about the training effect of
CBW, a plausible prediction is that there is little difference between the perception of
noncontextual consonance across individuals with different training and cultural background.
This article tried to support the opposite by showing that participants with musical training
perceive dyads differently from those without such training even when the frequency
difference was greater than the CBW, which should produce no difference in the perception
of roughness.
Method:
14 right-handed musicians with formal Western music training and 14 right-handed
nonmusicians participated. Absolute pitch was tested and showed no significant effect. The
stimuli were sinusoidal tones ranging from C3 (131Hz) to C8 (4186Hz) and were paired at 013 semitone intervals. The resulting 672 dyads were then presented randomly to the
participants with each one only presented once using STIM. Electrodes were applied at Fpz,
Fp1, Fp2, Fz, F3, F4, F7, F8, Cz, C3, C4, T3, T4, T5, T6, Pz, P3, P4, Oz, O1, and O2. A
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horizontal and a vertical electro-oculograms were also recorded. Reference was at earlobe.
The EEG was sampling at 1kHz, with filter bandwidth 0.05-100Hz.
Based on former research, the analysis was focused on the P2 and N2 time intervals. P2 peaks
showed a difference in latency between musicians and nonmusicians, with musicians P2 at
180-220ms and 170-210 for nonmusicians. The N2 was at 280-320ms.
Results:
A three-way ANOVA with factors group, interval, and electrode showed significant results in
the P2 and N2 latency ranges. Since there was no apparent hemisphere asymmetry, the latter
analysis was focused on the Fz electrode (frontal midline). A two-way ANOVA for P2
amplitude revealed that participants distinguish the intervals by roughness regardless of their
musical training, which was consistent with common belief. But the analysis of N2 showed a
significant difference between groups. Later ANOVAs conducted on each group showed a
significant effect of intervals in musicians but not in nonmusicians. Moreover, the ranks of
N2 amplitudes in musicians were consistent with the noncontextual consonance order in
Western music.
Conclusion:
The author suggested a “new, multicomponent, multistage processing model”. It has two
sections for processing noncontextual consonance. The first section is the sensory consonance
section, which processes the roughness of the signal. Then the second section called
“perceptual consonance” processes other aspects of the signal, it is this section being affected
by individual experience.
Implications:
The author used musicians versus nonmusicians, while I’m going to use Chinese versus
Canadians. But it provided a direction for my research. I’ll probably focus on the N2 at Fz in
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my study, since the difference in this time window is implicated to be resulted from
individual’s experience. And we’ll see whether cultural background are sufficient enough to
make a difference with a comparable magnitude produced by musical training.

Knief, A., Schulte, M., Bertran, O., & Pantev, C. (2000). The perception of coherent and noncoherent auditory objects: A signature in gamma frequency band. Hearing Research,
145(1-2), 161-168. Retrieved from
http%3a%2f%2fsearch.ebscohost.com%2flogin.aspx%3fdirect%3dtrue%26db%3dcmed
m%26AN%3d10867289%26site%3deds-live%26scope%3dsite
Purpose:
At the time when this study was carried out, there was no previous research about evoked
gamma activity of coherent and non-coherent auditory stimuli (claimed by the author). Thus,
this study can be considered as the first study in this field. This research used 4 types of
stimuli that served as counterparts of Kanizsa triangles. A spectral pitch (pure tone) at 250 Hz
represented a real triangle. A virtual pitch at the same frequency but consists of only 4th to 8th
harmonics (with a missing fundamental) represented the illusory triangle. A Non-harmonic
tone with frequency components within the range of the 4th and 8th harmonics of 250Hz but
corresponding to prime numbers represented a Kanizsa figure with all three black circles
turning 180 degree. And a target stimuli with 4th to 8th harmonics of 280Hz was presented to
ensure that the participants were paying attention.
Method:
12 healthy right-handed subjects aged between 23 to 32 were recruited. Participants were told
to detect the target stimulus as quickly as possible. MEG and EEG were recorded
simultaneously. The MEG was recorded at the left auditory cortex, and the EEG was
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recorded at Pz, Cz, P3, P4 using a Synamps EEG system (filter bandwidth 0.1-100Hz). Both
MEG and EEG were sampled at 298Hz
The EEG and MEG signals were then subjected to wavelet analysis using Morlet’s wavelet.
This analysis was relevant to the latency analysis. The MEG data were later analyzed by ICA
(Independent component analysis) to reveal the contribution of each channel to the recorded
signal.
Results:
For the evoked responses, the latencies of MEG maximums for virtual pitch, spectral pitch,
and non-harmonic were 61.9ms, 54.0ms, and 57.7ms, respectively. The differences in terms
of latencies between virtual pitch and spectral pitch, as well as between virtual pitch and nonharmonic were significant, while the differences in terms of the strength of the responses
were insignificant. But the differences between EEG maximums were insignificant. The
cortical sources of the non-harmonic pitch located at 0.8cm significantly more anterior than
that of the virtual pitch. And the maximum potential was observed with the spectral pitch.
After ICA, the number of components differs significantly between virtual and non-harmonic
stimuli.
For the induced responses, no significant results were obtained.
Conclusion:
The significant difference between the cortical source locations of the virtual pitch and nonharmonic pitch implied that different areas were activated when these pitches were perceived.
Surprisingly, the results suggested that the processing of a pitch with multiple components
does not necessarily result in an increment of the gamma band activation. The longer latency
of virtual pitch perception compared to the spectral pitch perception indicated that additional
time was necessary for the performance of a gestalt recognition. The smaller number of
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independent components required to the spectral stimulus and virtual stimulus compared to
non-harmonic pitch indicated that the former two were perceived more similarly, which was
in accordance with the self-report obtained from participants.
Implications:
Comparing the findings of this study with that of Park, Park, Kim &Park’s study, we see two
sharply contradict results. This discrepancy can be partially explained by the different
stimulus types the two studies applied and the different EEG system and electrode selections.
This study was published at 2000, which is relatively recent compare to other studies utilizing
EEG as their means of measurement. As mentioned by the authors of both studies, the data
about this area----gamma responses of auditory modality, were lacking. Hence, more research
is needed to better account the role of gamma band in pitch perception.

Maslennikova, A. V., Varlamov, A. A., & Strelets, V. B.Evoked changes in EEG band power
on perception of consonant and dissonant chords. Neuroscience and Behavioral
Physiology, 43(6), 670-673. Retrieved from
http%3a%2f%2fsearch.ebscohost.com%2flogin.aspx%3fdirect%3dtrue%26db%3dedsbl
%26AN%3dRN335620912%26site%3deds-live%26scope%3dsite
Purpose:
“In music theory, intervals are divided into consonant and dissonant intervals in relation to
the frequencies of the tones in the interval”. This study investigated evoked changes of band
power and EEG potentials on human participants listening to consonant and dissonant chords.
It also used subjective rating.
Method:
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14 women and one man were recruited. None had professional training. Stimuli were fourinterval chords with equal duration, timbre, and loudness. 42 consonant and 42 dissonant
chords were used. Consonant chords were constructed using major or minor triad of seven
main notes with an additional tone of the fundamental. Dissonant chords were constructed
using minor second and major seventh.
Participants listened to each chord for 500ms. After each chord, participants rated the heard
chord in terms of pleasantness and harmoniousness on a nine point scale. While performing
the task, they were instructed to fix their eye on a cross presented on a screen. EEG was
recorded using a 32-channel Neuroscan Synamps with ground electrode placed on the
forehead and reference ones placed on the earlobes. After removed the artifacts, data were
filtered into 5 frequency ranges: theta1 (4-6Hz), theta2 (6-8Hz), alpha1 (8-10Hz), alpha2 (1013Hz), and gamma (30-45Hz). Event-related band power (ERBP) was defined as the
percentage increase (ES----evoked synchronization) or decrease of power (ED----evoked
desynchronization) in certain frequency band compared to the reference interval (500 to 0ms
before the stimuli presentation). Data on peak band power during 100-500ms were exported
and subjected to an ANOVA test using four midline leads (Fz, Cz, Pz, and Oz) and two
experimental conditions as factors. Another ANOVA test concerning hemispheres
(comparing F3 and F4; P3 and P4) and experimental conditions was performed.
Results:
The subjective ratings of harmoniousness and pleasantness were significantly greater for
consonant chords than that of dissonant chords. No significant difference between minor and
major chords was found. Significant relations of ERBP and experimental conditions were
acquired in theta1 and theta2 ranges only. Band power peaked at 200ms for theta1 and 180ms
for theta2. Also, the effect was most visible in the frontal area. Significant hemispherical
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difference was observed in the frontal area, showing stronger theta1 power in the left
hemisphere for consonant chords, and right hemisphere for dissonant chords. No
interhemisphere difference was observed in theta2 range.
Conclusion:
“Differences in evoked EEG responses on perception of consonant and dissonant chords were
seen at the early stages of stimulus perception (100-300ms)”.
“The increases in power in the lower theta range seen for consonant chords in the left
hemisphere and for dissonant chords in the right hemisphere were probably associated with
frontal emotional activatory asymmetry, which is supported by the perception of consonant
chords as more pleasant”.
Implications:
Interestingly, unlike the study of Park, J. Y., Park, H., Kim, J., & Park, H. in 2011, this study
found no significant change in power in the gamma band. Considering the recording time (01200ms) and the electrodes used, I expected a significant increase in the gamma band at the
anterior part of the brain. Maybe the wavelet transformation used by Park to separate evoked
and induced responses somehow distorted the data. It will be interesting to see, in my study,
whether the change in band power in different frequency ranges agree with any of these
studies.

Minati, L., Rosazza, C., D’Incerti, L., Pietrocini, E., Valentini, L., Scaioli, V., . . . Bruzzone,
M. G. (2009). Functional MRI/event-related potential study of sensory consonance and
dissonance in musicians and nonmusicians. NeuroReport: For Rapid Communication of
Neuroscience Research, 20(1), 87-92. doi:10.1097/WNR.0b013e32831af235
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Purpose:
The current view is that differential tuning of neurons at various stages in the auditory
processing chain underlies sensory consonance, constraining the notes and intervals used for
music making. Sensory consonance is considered mainly inherent, while musical consonance
is not. This study used fMRI and ERPs to test the following hypotheses: 1) whether the
cortical areas known to be involved in the processing of musical stimuli (superior temporal
and inferior and middle frontal regions) show differential responses to consonant and
dissonant piano chords; 2) whether the corresponding activations (lateralization) differ
between musicians and non-musicians, paralleling the known difference in cognitive strategy;
3) whether the consonance-dependent P1 effect can be detected; and 4) whether sensory
consonance-dependent effects of early and late ERP components differ between musicians
and non-musicians.
Isolated chords were used to eliminate context-dependent processes. Latency information
given by ERPs was used to discriminate the effects of early sensory processing and that of
higher-order cognitive processing.
Method:
12 musicians and 12 non-musicians participated, all of whom were right-handed and healthy.
80 four-note chords were composed, with 40 being consonant can 40 being dissonant. All
chords were played on a piano in the three central octaves.
20 randomly chosen chords of each category were presented during the fMRI experiment.
While in the ERP experiment, each chord was presented twice randomly. Participants were
instructed to indicate whether each chord was consonant or dissonant.
ERPs were recorded from 19 electrodes (10-20 system). Data were filtered at 0.1-30Hz with a
sampling rate of 500Hz.
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EEG data were processed using EEG lab. Data were epoched in the range -100 to 750ms.
After removing epochs contaminated by artifacts and corrected baseline, grand-average was
calculated for the remaining data; P1 (25-60ms), N1 (65-140ms), P2 (145-235ms), and N2
(240-370ms) were identified. ANOVA was carried out for frontal (F3, Fz, F4), central (C3,
Cz, C4) and parietal (P3, Pz, P4) electrodes together, using 3 within-subjects factors:
consonant vs. dissonant, frontal/central/parietal, and left/mesial/right; as well as one betweensubjects factor: musicians vs. non-musicians.
Results:
Overall, musicians performed the task more accurately. They also showed shorter reaction
times.
The fMRI data showed that consonant chords activated stronger responses in the inferior and
middle frontal gyri, lateral premotor cortex and inferior parietal lobule on predominantly on
the right, while dissonant chords elicited stronger responses primarily in the left hemisphere.
Musicians showed more activities in the inferior frontal gyrus and superior temporal gyrus on
the left, and supramarginal gyrus bilaterally. With respect to non-musicians, musicians also
showed smaller activation in the right hemisphere and larger in the left hemisphere, thus
resulting in a more symmetric pattern compared to non-musicians.
For ERPs, P1 was stronger for consonant chords. N1 and P2 showed no significant results.
N2 was stronger for dissonant chords. Also, the effect of chord type was stronger for
musicians, statistics showed that it was significant for musicians but not for non-musicians.
Conclusion:
In both groups, the haemodynamic response larger for consonant than for dissonant chords,
particularly in frontal regions. The degree of sensory consonance was modulated by the
amplitude of P1. Musicians showed a more symmetric activation pattern of haemodynamic
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response than did non-musicians, who showed a right-lateralized pattern. N2 effect was found
to be significant only in musicians.
Implications:
Itoh’s study confirmed the results obtained from this study. I believe that the evidence is
sufficient enough to conclude that the major representation of experience on the perception of
consonance and dissonance is the amplitude of N2. I’ll see whether the different cultural
backgrounds are sufficient enough to reproduce this effect.

Park, J. Y., Park, H., Kim, J., & Park, H. (2011). Consonant chords stimulate higher EEG
gamma activity than dissonant chords. Neuroscience Letters, 488(1), 101-105. doi:
10.1016/j.neulet.2010.11.011
Purpose:
Based on the temporal binding theory, the author investigates the relations between auditory
coherence and induced gamma band activity. The author mentions a lack of empirical
research in this particular direction, since most previous studies were focused on the evoked
responses and most studies about induced gamma band were about vision. Thus, this research
was carried out to provide some data and implications to fill this sparseness.
Method:
18 participants (9 males and 9 females) were recruited. All of them were right-handed , of no
formal musical training, and free to any psychological disorder.
35 types of stimuli (7 single notes, 14 consonant chords-----7 major chords and 7 minor
chords, and 14 dissonant chords-----7 augmented major chords and 7 diminished minor
chords) were presented. The roots of each chord and the single notes were at A3, B3, C4, D4,
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E4, F4 and G4. All stimuli were generated by NoteWorthy Comoser and Cool Edit Pro with a
piano simulation.
Participants listened to the stimuli carefully and counted the number of stimuli they heard
while focusing their eyes on a small cross on the screen. The study applied 105 stimuli for
each block and 5 blocks in total.
EEGs were recorded while the participants were attending to the task, using a 10-20 system at
Afz, Fp1, Fp2, Fz, F3, F4, F7, F8, Cz, C3, C4, T3, T4, Pz, P3, P4, T5, T6, Oz, O1 and O2.
Two more electrodes were placed at mastoids as references, and other two electrodes were
placed “supra-orbitally” to both eyes as a mean of correcting eye movement interference. The
electrodes were subsequently grouped into for “regions of interest (ROI)”: anterior left
lateral, right lateral, and posterior. Then the relation of stimulus and ROI with gamma activity
were analyzed using ANOVA.
Results:
Research found a peak across all stimuli at 168ms, 40Hz. The ANOVA test revealed a
significant relation between enhanced gamma band and consonant chord, but an insignificant
result between ROI and gamma activity. Further investigation using paired t-tests for the four
ROIs and stimulus types combined found a significant result in the right hemisphere (frontal
and lateral).
The evoked gamma oscillation had no significant results.
Conclusion:
The findings of this study were contradictory to the study results obtained by Knief, who used
simple sine waves as their stimuli. And this difference to some extent can provide a
explanation for the apparent discrepancy between the two studies. This study also lent some
support to the claim that “induced gamma band reflects the ‘neural activity’ (not miniature
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saccadic dynamics) related to the coherent perception”.
Implications:
While this study was using musical stimuli, which is different from my study, it still provides
some inspirations in term of the differences between evoked and induced responses. I believe
when combined with other studies, these differences will become more transparent and
organized, which will be helpful to the interpretation of data that I’m going to obtain.

Sammler, D., Grigutsch, M., Fritz, T., & Koelsch, S. (2007). Music and emotion:
Electrophysiological correlates of the processing of pleasant and unpleasant music.
Psychophysiology, 44(2), 293-304. Retrieved from
http%3a%2f%2fsearch.ebscohost.com%2flogin.aspx%3fdirect%3dtrue%26db%3ds3h%
26AN%3d24241593%26site%3deds-live%26scope%3dsite
Purpose:
Human EEG has been divided into at least five bands: delta, theta, alpha, beta, and gamma.
The present study focus on the theta, alpha, and beta range.
Theta rhythm has two categories: The first type characterized by a widespread scalp
distribution has been mainly observed during drowsiness and states of low-level alertness
resulting in inefficient information processing. The second type is often referred to as “frontal
midline theta (Fm theta)” due to its typical topography and it has been interpreted as a
correlate of heightened mental effort and sustained attention. Studies have suggested that the
dipoles within dorsal anterior cingulated cortex (ACC) account for Fm theta. Since ACC is a
part of the limbic system and has been largely implicated in emotional processing, it raises a
question of whether Fm theta is related to emotional processing.
Alpha rhythm has three categories. First, the posterior alpha rhythm originating from parieto-
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occipital cortex is strongly dependent on attentional factors and the vigilance of the subject.
Second, the Rolandic mu rhythm dominant at central electrodes presumably originating from
somatosensory cortex is commonly related to movement and movement preparation. Third,
the tau rhythm is generated within auditory cortices and modulated by auditory stimulation.
The alpha rhythms are also broadly linked to perceptual processing, memory tasks, and
emotional processing. Two other aspects related to alpha rhythms are that alpha power
generally negatively correlates to the brain activity, and the hemispheric valence hypothesis,
which states that positive approach-related emotions are mainly processed in left frontal brain
areas, whereas negative withdrawal-related emotions engage right frontal brain areas.
Beta rhythms generally are related to a increased alertness and arousal. Aside from that, a
centrally distributed cortical beta rhythm is related to motor functions and has been found to
originate from primary motor cortex.
Studies have shown that, in almost all structures (amygdala, hippocampus, parahippocampal
gyrus, temporal pole, inferior frontal gyrus, etc.) in which activities can be elicited by
consonant and dissonant musical stimuli, activations increased in the course of each musical
stimulus, indicating that the effects of emotional processing dynamically evolve over time.
Moreover, some researchers have reported that heart rate decreased when the subjects were
listening to sad music, suggesting a relation between heart rate (HR) with the experience of
emotions.
In summary, this study compared subjective ratings on the emotional valence of consonant
can dissonant musical pieces, HR changes, and EEG power in different frequency bands. The
hypotheses were that an increase of Fm theta power and a greater left frontal alpha decrease
would present when listening to consonant stimuli, a greater decrease of right frontal alpha
for dissonant stimuli, an increasing effect within EEG through time, and a decrease in HR
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during dissonant trials.
Method:
Data were collected from 18 right-handed healthy participants, none of whom had musical
training. Two categories of musical pieces were used. The consonant pieces comprised 10
excerpts of joyful instrumental dance tunes. The dissonant pieces were altered forms of
consonant ones, so that the consonant and dissonant versions of each piece were identical in
their dynamic outline, rhythmic structure, tempo, and melodic contour. Each musical excerpt
was presented once for either 22 seconds or 44 seconds. Behavioral ratings were acquired
from each participant after each presentation and were averaged for the consonant and
dissonant excerpts separately. To control whether participants paid attention, they were
instructed to tap the beat of the music with their right index finger on a box, which was
connected to an additional channel of EEG system.
EEG was recorded from 63 electrodes with reference at M1, ground at sternum, and eyemovement-control as both vertical electroculograms and horizontal electroculograms. Since it
has been shown that the theta and alpha range (4-12Hz) can be divided into several
functionally distinct narrow bands, and the borders of which differ interindividually, different
bands were separated using the individual alpha frequency (IAF) as a reference. The IAF of
each participant was obtained from averaging the peak frequency in the range between 8 and
13 Hz at electrode CPZ, PZ, and POZ.
HR was recorded using a electrocardiogram system.
Results:
Consonant stimuli had been rated as more pleasant than dissonant ones. The arousal ratings
were not significantly different between two conditions. Emotions induced by consonant
stimuli were rated more extremely than emotions induced by dissonant stimuli. HR
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deceleration was significantly greater during the dissonant than during the consonant music,
and increased linearly with increasing unpleasantness. Theta power over mid-frontal
electrodes was greater during consonant compared to dissonant stimuli and increased
significantly toward the end of the musical excerpts for both conditions. Fm theta increased
linearly with increasing pleasantness ratings. No significant results were acquired from other
bands.
Conclusion:
The present study showed that HR can serve as an index of emotional processing. The
pleasant emotions were accompanied by an increase of Fm theta power, suggesting an
enlargement of the concept of Fm theta exceeding pure cognitive functions, that is, the
consideration of its role in emotion processing.
Implications:
This study provided evidence about the influence of consonance and dissonance on emotions
by measuring heart rate and EEG. The summary of different frequency bands and their
functions in the introduction is also useful to guide my research. However, whether this
separation of frequency bands is meaningful depends on the mathematical property of Fourier
transform, more specifically, it depends on whether a Fourier transform for a given signal
produces a single solution. The box-tapping technique provided a way to measure
participants’ attention in a more comfortable setting than letting them fix their eyes on a
cross.

Perception:
Butler, J. W., & Daston, P. G. (1968). Musical consonance as musical preference: A cross-
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cultural study. Journal of General Psychology, 79(1), 129. Retrieved from
http%3a%2f%2fsearch.ebscohost.com%2flogin.aspx%3fdirect%3dtrue%26db%3dedb%
26AN%3d75894348%26site%3deds-live%26scope%3dsite
Purpose:
Lundin has pointed out the importance of a listener’s life history and cultural life-space on
the perception of consonance. Part of the present study tested the difference of consonance
perception between American students and Japanese students, which is very relevant to my
study and will be discussed. The rest content is less relevant, so they will not be covered here.
Method:
308 Japanese students and 53 American students participated. 12 dyads (minor 2nd, major 2nd,
minor 3rd, major 3rd, perfect 4th, triton, perfect 5th, minor 6th, major 6th, minor 7th, major 7th,
octave) were used as stimuli. 12^2 = 144 dyad pairs were obtained, 12 pairs in which a dyad
paired with itself were eliminated. The remaining 132 pairs were randomly ordered and
presented to the participants. Participants were instructed to report preference of one dyad for
each pair. To ensure the participants were able to discriminate the between dyads, 6
additional dyad pairs (major 3rd-minor 3rd, major 3rd-major 3rd, minor 3rd-major-3rd, minor 3rdminor 3rd, major 7th-minor 7th, mojor 7th-major 7th) were used. Participants were instructed to
state whether the pairs were the same dyads repeated or different dyads. One additional
question was asked to Japanese participants: “Do you prefer traditional Japanese music or
Western music?” Thus, six groups were formed: American, Western Japanese, Traditional
Japanese * can or cannot discriminate dyads. A 2*3 chi-square test was computed. Scale
values and a preferential rank order of the 12 dyads were obtained from each group.
Results:
Chi-square test revealed a significant difference in number of members who are able to
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discriminate dyads among the three groups (American, Western Japanese, Traditional
Japanese). Between group correlations of preferential ranking and scale values were very
high (>.82).
Conclusion:
Japanese students who prefer traditional Japanese music were the least efficient in the
discrimination task. And American students were the most efficient ones. These results were
consistent with cultural difference, since traditional Japanese music depends on harmony to a
lesser degree. There is virtually no difference between the rank orders of the Western and
Japanese students, indicating the cultural difference in terms of preferences of consonance
was minimal.
Implications:
Based on the results of this study, I don’t expect to find a positive result between my Chinese
participants and Canadian participants. But on the other hand, it is also a justification for me
to include participants from different cultures.

Cousineau, M., McDermott, J. H., & Peretz, I. (2012). The basis of musical consonance as
revealed by congenital amusia.(PSYCHOLOGICAL AND COGNITIVE
SCIENCES)(report)(author abstract). Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences
of the United States, (48), 19858. doi:10.1073/pnas.1207989109
Purpose:
Amusic individuals have difficulty detecting the direction of pitch changes between notes and
pitch deviations that are small. The present study assessed the perception of consonant and
dissonant chords in amusic individuals and controls, and used the results to investigate the
beat theory and the fusion theory.
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Method:
10 amusic and 10 matched control participated. Stimuli included: chords----dyads and triads
with different roots, recorded from a saxophone or a trained female vocalist; harmonicity
stimuli---pure tones, harmonic subset (e.g. F0, 2F0, 3F0, 5F0, and 9F0), and octave spaced
(F0, 2F0, 4F0, 16F0); inharmonic stimuli----jittered (even harmonics of the harmonic subset
tones were shifted up and odd harmonics were shifted down by half a semitone), shifted (all
harmonics of the harmonic subset were shifted up by 30 Hz), and 13st spaced (four frequency
components with 13 semitones between each); beating stimuli----pairs of pure tones either
0.75 or 1.5 semitones apart, presented diotically or dichotically.
Experiment 1: Participants were instructed to rate the pleasantness of chords on a nine-step
scale.
Experiment 2: To validate the results obtained in Experiment 1, pleasantness ratings of
emotional vocalizations were measured. Stimuli were recorded nonverbal vocal sounds made
by humans to express emotions (cries, gasps, laughing, etc.).
Experiment 3: The preference of harmonicity and beating were tested. Preferences were
measured from differences of ratings between stimuli that either did or did not contain these
acoustic factors (harmonic and inharmonic, beating and non-beating).
Experiment 4: The ability to discriminate harmonic from inharmonic frequency relations was
tested. Participants were instructed to report which of the three stimuli (harmonic, jittered,
and shifted) sounded as if played by a different instrument.
Experiment 5: The ability to discriminate beating from non-beating stimuli was tested.
Participants were instructed to report which of the three stimuli (two dichotic and one diotic
sounds) sounded as if played by a different instrument.
Results:
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Experiment 1: Control group’s ratings were consistent within group, as well as compared
with normal people (nine other controls). Amusics’ ratings were inconsistent.
Experiment 2: Two groups did not differ in their rating patterns for vocalizations, indicating
amusics do not differ from controls in the way they assign pleasantness ratings to sounds.
Experiment 3: Control group showed preferences for consonance, harmonicity, and the
absence of beats. Amusics showed preference for beats, but no preference for consonance and
harmonicity.
Experiment 4: Amusics’ auditory system distinguished harmonic and inharmonic spectra
poorly.
Experiment 5: The perception of beating in amusics did not differ significantly from that in
normal controls.
Conclusion:
The results of this study suggested that consonance preferences do not derive from an
aversion of beating. Rather, the quality of roughness constitutes an aesthetic dimension that is
distinct from that of dissonance. The results suggested that harmonicity is more closely
related to consonance than is beating.
Implications:
This study has provided strong supports for the fusion theory. Although one can argue that
the vibration of the ear will produce beats and thus deducing that the harmonicity stimuli
were not totally free of beating, it is unlikely that such a weak beating can produce significant
results. I believe that if we can find a way to quantify the extent to which a collection of
complex sounds resemble a single harmonious sound, the fusion theory will replace the
beating theory as the primary theory of consonance.
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Houtsma, A. J., & Fleuren, J. F. (1991). Analytic and synthetic pitch of two-tone complexes.
The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 90(3), 1674-1676. Retrieved from
http%3a%2f%2fsearch.ebscohost.com%2flogin.aspx%3fdirect%3dtrue%26db%3dcmed
m%26AN%3d1939912%26site%3deds-live%26scope%3dsite
Purpose:
This study measured the synthetic (virtual) and analytic (spectral) pitch responses in conflict
situations where the componential frequency rose while the missing fundamental fell.
Previous studies proposed a “dominant region effect”, which showed that “harmonics below
the sixth are dominant in conveying the pitch of a missing fundamental”. But other research
found that the lower the orders of harmonics were, the easier to the listener to “hear out” the
components in the complex tones. Thus, it appeared that both synthetic and analytic
perception increase with decreasing harmonic order.
Method:
Two-tone complexes were used in the experiment. These complexes were generated by two
methods. The only difference between the two methods was that, in one method, the pairs of
tones generated shared a common harmonic order (e.g. first tone: 3rd&4th, second tone:
4th&5th). The frequency of f0 rose or fell while the frequency of the lower harmonic went to
the opposite direction. The f0 were chosen to be 200Hz and 300Hz. The diotic stimuli were
presented at 23 and 46 dB above masked threshold of the background 30 dB pink noise.
Participants were asked to indicate whether the perceived pitch rose or fell.
Results:
The results indicated a strong trend that the response frequency of analytic perception
decreased with the increased harmonic order. The effect of f0 was also significant.
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Conclusion:
The results can be understood by dominant region theory and frequency resolution in the ear.
The perception of componential pitches and the missing fundamental pitches both increased
with the decreasing harmonic orders. But the first one was stronger.
Implications:
Combining other articles about the synthetic and analytic perception, it appears that ear of
presentation, handedness, number of components, fundamental frequency, and harmonic
orders all affect the salience to perceive a complex tone synthetically or analytically. Whether
the tendency to use these two different modes has any effect on the perception of consonance
and dissonance is still unknown, but the differentiation between paying attention to
harmonics or to fundamental implies two different ways to perceive consonance, since a
consonant chord composed by two complex tones may only have dissonant ingredients
resulting from higher partials (as implied by Helmholtz’s theory).

Itoh, K., Miyazaki, K., & Nakada, T. (2003). Ear advantage and consonance of dichotic pitch
intervals in absolute-pitch possessors. Brain & Cognition, 53(3), 464.
doi:10.1016/S0278-2626(03)00236-7
Purpose:
This study investigated cerebral asymmetry of non-contextual musical consonance by using
dichotic presentation. Previous studies have shown a left ear advantage among right-handed
participants. The current study is to test whether this left ear advantage is also related to
consonance perception. Since normal listeners judge pitches relatively, thus presenting
confounding effect of working memory which is known to be asymmetrically localized, the
present study used possessors of absolute pitch as participants.
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Method:
Experiment 1: This experiment served as a control to confirm the level of absolute pitch
ability among participants, and to test whether vocal responses (pitch-naming) show ear
advantages. Stimuli were single piano tones presented to one ear with or without
simultaneous wide-band noise in the opposite ear, resulting in four different configurations.
20 right-handed possessors of absolute pitch participated in this study. Participants were
instructed to report orally the pitch class as accurately and as quickly as possible. Reaction
time and percentages of correct responses were recorded. ANOVA was carried out to test
whether the presence of noise or the ear of presentation had any effect on these data.
Experiment 2: Participants were the same as those in experiment 1. 132 different dichotic
pairs of piano tones of various pitch intervals were made. Each pair was presented in two
ways: A in the left ear and B in the right, and A in the right ear and B in the left, forming a
total of 264 stimuli. Participants were instructed to report as many pitch classes as they could
for each pair of tones. Ratio-simplicity was defined as (log(X+Y)) ^-1, where X: Y is the
frequency ratio of a given pair. LEA (left ear advantage) index was defined as (L-R)/(L+R),
where L and R were the number of correct responses for the left and the right ear,
respectively.
Results:
Experiment 1: No significant effect of ear was found. The effect of noise on reaction time
was significant.
Experiment 2: ANOVA with factors of percentages of correct responses pitch intervals and
ears revealed significant effect of interval * ear interaction, suggesting that ear advantages
were dependent on the pitch interval. LEA index correlated negatively with ratio-simplicity,
suggesting that left ear advantage was more pronounced among dissonant chords. Little
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correlation was found between pitch interval and LEA index, indicating that the differences
in LEA cannot be attributed to the amount of frequency separation of the two fundamentals.
Dissonant chords were significantly more difficult to identify. Correlation of correct
responses and ratio simplicity were tested for each ear separately and revealed that
performance correlated positively with ratio-simplicity in the right ear, but a non-linear
relationship between them existed in the left ear. The main effect of ear was nearly significant
on percentage of correct responses as the ANOVA showed, indicating a weak trend for an
overall LEA.
Conclusion:
Experiment 1 showed no ear advantage for identifying single pitches. Experiment 2 indicated
that pitches indicated asymmetrically in the central nervous system. Also, the difference of
LEA between dissonant chords and consonant chords demonstrated that the brain processed
the dichotic dyads differently based on their consonance. The findings indicated that not only
peripheral mechanisms but also later central auditory processing contribute to the
differentiation between consonance and dissonance.
Implications:
This study showed that the perception of consonance and dissonance cannot be solely
explained by peripheral mechanisms.

Laguitton, V., Demany, L., Semal, C., & Liégeois-Chauvel, C. (1998). Pitch perception: A
difference between right-and left-handed listeners. Neuropsychologia, 36(3), 201-207.
doi:10.1016/S0028-3932(97)00122-X
Purpose:
The perception of virtual pitch suggests a “spectral pattern recognizer”, which is commonly
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believed to be located in the right hemisphere. Previous research reported a left-ear advantage
when the stimuli were spectrally rich tones. But the advantage diminished when the
complexity of the stimuli had been reduced, suggesting that the lateralization of virtual pitch
perception may not generalize to the spectral pitch perception. This study was designed to
test this hypothesis. Some other studies have reported the effect of handedness on the salience
of perceiving pitch spectrally or virtually. This study also addressed this variable.
Method:
Participants were instructed to report verbally whether the two successively presented
complex tones rose or fell. In test trials, the spectral (component) frequency went to opposite
direction of the F0. In control condition, they went to the same direction. The control trials
were to ensure the reliability of the responses. The following stimuli table would be very
illustrative.

Table *. Spectral composition and fundamental frequency (F0) of the test tones
Stimuli were presented monaurally with both ipsilateral and contralateral noise. “The
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ipsilateral noise was intended to mask combination tones[…]The contr[a]lateral noise was
intended to strengthen the possibility of finding an ear asymmetry”. Participants were 58
healthy adults (18 left-handed and 40 right-handed). Using a between-group design, both
right-handed and left-handed participants were divided into 3 groups corresponding the
number of spectral components (n) =2, 3, and 4 conditions. The stimuli were presented to the
left ear for half of the participants and the right ear for the other half.
Results:
The results were measured in terms of VP-type response, namely the frequency of perceiving
the stimuli virtually. Statistics showed that the effect of n and handedness were significant,
though they did not interact significantly. The initial data showed no effect of the ear of
presentation. But the author hypothesized that “the percept induced by a given A-B pair
depended on the ear to which this pair was initially presented, and did not change when, after
its initial presentations to a given ear, the pair was presented to the other ear”. When data for
the initial exposure only were analyzed, ANOVA showed that the effect of ear was
significant. “There was no systematic effect of: (1) the distance between the F0s of the paired
tones; (2) their spectral bandwidths, measured on a logarithmic frequency scale; (3) their
spectral "centroids" (i.e., the geometric means of their component frequencies); (4) the
harmonic ranks of their components”.
Conclusion:
The salience between virtual perception and spectral perception mainly depended on the
number of spectral components (n). The results indicated that VP-type response s were more
likely to occur when the stimuli were presented to the left ear. The effect of handedness was
reliable but insignificant. The author hypothesized that the left-handers may perceive tones
more analytically.
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Implications:
This study used the same approach as Rousseau’s, but with a more detailed description about
the stimuli. It appears you have to manipulate the 1st to (n-1)th stimuli to get the desired
effect. The major relevance to my experiment is that this research demonstrated a significant
difference between left-handers and right-handers in terms of pitch perception, which
provided empirical reasons for the designed exclusion of left-handers in my experiment.

McDermott, J. H., Lehr, A. J., & Oxenham, A. J. (2010). Individual differences reveal the
basis of consonance. Current Biology: CB, 20(11), 1035-1041.
doi:10.1016/j.cub.2010.04.019
Purpose:
Helmholtz’s theory posits that dissonance is due to beating between frequency components.
For instance, minor second contains many pairs of frequency components that are close in
frequency and that produce beating. In contrast, perfect fifth contains frequencies that are
widely spaced or exactly coincident and that produce little beating. The author also stated
another difference between these two chords: their frequency components are in different
patterns. The frequency components of the perfect fifth are all harmonics of a fundamental,
while that of the minor second are not. The present study investigated the correlation between
beating and consonance, and compared it with the correlation between componential
frequency relations and consonance.
Method:
Participants were 265 undergraduates. They were instructed to provide ratings after each trial
on a 3 to -3 scale indicating pleasantness. In the first experiment (consonance preference),
stimuli were presented with different timbres. Participants first rated a single tone with
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different timbres to determine the pleasantness rank of timbres. Then they rated dyads with
different spaces between frequencies (e.g. 1 semitone, 2 semitones, etc.) for each timbre, and
triads with different modes (e.g. major, minor, etc.) for each timbre. In the second
experiment, beating preferences and harmonicity preferences were assessed. Beating
preferences were assessed by comparing pleasantness ratings of pairs of pure tones presented
to either diotically or dichotically. These ratings were thought to reflect the extent to which
audible beats were judged to be objectionable. Harmonicity preferences were assessed by
comparing pleasantness ratings of harmonic and inharmonic complex tones. The harmonic
stimuli contained subset of the frequencies of a normal harmonic tone, spaced widely enough
apart to avoid substantial beating. The inharmonic stimuli were generated by perturbing the
frequencies of the harmonic tones. The ratings in the two experiments were then subjected to
correlation analyses.
Results:
The correlation between the beating preference and the consonance were weak and
inconsistent. On the other hand, the correlation between the harmonicity preference and the
consonance preference were stronger and consistent. The harmonicity preference was also
found to be positively correlated with musical experience.
Conclusion:
The results suggested that consonance and dissonance are due to harmonic frequency
relations, and preferences for harmonic spectra and consonant chords are influenced by
musical experience.
Implications:
The results of this study appeared to reject Helmholtz’s theory. The definition of harmony as
the resemblance of a single tone seems interesting. Mathematically, we can say that any
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combinations of tones have frequencies which are harmonics of some fundamental, as long as
the fundamental is sufficiently small. Maybe the real problem is that a 12-tone scale is
logarithm (resulting in irrational numbers), thus when combining tones, the frequency ratio
may not be treated as roughly commensurable. Hence, there is not real beat, because the
resulting oscillation is not truly periodic.

Plomp, R., & Levelt, W. J. M. (1965). Tonal consonance and critical bandwidth Retrieved
from
http%3a%2f%2fsearch.ebscohost.com%2flogin.aspx%3fdirect%3dtrue%26db%3dedb%
26AN%3d74379638%26site%3deds-live%26scope%3dsite
Purpose:
Historically, chords with simpler frequency ratios are thought to be more consonant.
Helmholtz explained this phenomenon in terms the absence of slow beats, which depends on
how good the higher harmonics of the individual tones coincide. Krueger states that the
difference tone (the frequency of fast beats) can explain the order of consonant intervals.
Alternatively, Stumpf proposed a fusion theory, which states that consonance can be
understand by the tendency of two simultaneous tones to be perceived as a unity.
Another interesting phenomenon is that, for musicians, pleasantness and consonance are quite
different. But this is not true for naïve listeners. Some previous studies suggested that
frequency difference, rather than frequency ratio, affects the degree of consonance. Thus, it
supports Helmholtz’s theory. Moreover, the lack of peak ratings of consonance among simple
frequency ratios suggested that the simple frequency ratio phenomenon might be a
manifestation of Helmholtz’s theory, at least for complex sounds. This study concerns the
question of why tonal consonance is related to simple frequency ratio. Experimental results of
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the present study supported Helmholtz’s theory and discovered the role of critical bandwidth.
Method:
The stimuli were sinusoidal dyads. The dyads and the participants were grouped according to
the geometric mean frequencies of the stimuli (125Hz, 250Hz, 500Hz, 1000Hz, &2000Hz).
Using between-group design, young male participants rated dyads with different frequency
differences on a 7-point scale, with 7 representing “most consonant” and 1 representing
“most dissonant”
Results:
The depiction of the ratings as a function of frequency differences showed similar general
course among all groups: A narrow minimum for small frequency differences and a broad
maximum for larger differences. For increasing mean frequency of a dyad, the interval width
(frequency difference) for maximum roughness or dissonance increases, suggesting a
frequency difference proportional to critical bandwidth for a given value of consonance.
Conclusion:
Helmholtz’s theory has been maintained. However, a modification has to be made that
minimal and maximal roughness of intervals are not independent of the mean frequency of
the interval. Maximal tonal dissonance is produced by intervals subtending 25% of the
critical bandwidth, and maximal tonal consonance is produced by interval exceeding 100% of
the critical bandwidth.
Implications:
The major implication here is that when using sinusoidal dyads as stimuli, it is necessary to
maintain a constant mean frequency within each dyad while altering frequency differences,
so that the effect of critical band width is held constant. Thus, the resultant EEG is the sole
effect of beats. The relation of critical band width and mean frequency of the stimuli deduced
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by this study also explained the underlying mechanism of Helmholtz’s theory about the
dissonance of single complex tones, in which one will observe increasing dissonance as the
number of harmonics of a single complex tone increases.

Rousseau, L., Peretz, I., Liégeois-Chauvel, C., Demany, L., Semal, C., &Larue, S. (1996).
Spectral and virtual pitch perception of complex tones: An opposite hemispheric
lateralization? Brain and Cognition, 30, 303-308.
Purpose:
This study concerns the different ways to perceive the pitch of complex tones, namely the
virtual pitch (i.e. missing fundamental) or the spectral pitch, which can be thought to
represent the pitch of the individual component(s) of the complex tone. Previous research
suggested a difference between two ears respect to the readiness of perceiving a pitch
virtually or spectrally. The present study also tested this hypothesis by measuring the latency
of neural activity and testing their difference between ears of presentation.
Method:
16 males and 16 females were recruited, all of whom were right-handed and healthy
participants with no musical expertise. Half the participants were randomly assigned to the
two-harmonic condition, and the other half were assigned to the four-harmonic condition. In
each condition, the stimuli were a pair of complex tones with a missing fundamental and
consecutive harmonics (2 harmonics and 4 harmonics respectively). For the two-harmonic
condition, the first partial of the first tone was at 4th, 6th, or 9th harmonic. As for the fourharmonic condition, the third partial of the first tone was at 6th, 9th, or 12th harmonic. The
second one in the pair was generated by altering the lower harmonic(s) of the first one to a
direction that resulted the missing fundamental moving to the opposite direction (e.g. two-
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harmonic condition: first one: 800Hz and 1000Hz; second one: 666.7Hz and 1000Hz). The
stimuli were presented monaurally. “To reduce distortion, the tones were presented against a
binaural background of noise”. The participants were instructed to indicate as quickly as
possible whether the perceived tone rose or fell. The ear of presentation was altered every
block.
Results:
For the qualified participants (5 failed to reach the 80% correct rate in control trials), 85%
responded spectrally in the two-harmonic condition, and 90% responded virtually in the fourharmonic condition. The ANOVA analysis of the two-harmonic condition with ears of
presentation and harmonic ranks as factors showed no significant result between ears, but the
effect of harmonic ranks was significant. However, for the four-harmonic condition, ANOVA
showed a significant effect of the ear of presentation, more specifically, the right ear (left
hemisphere) showed shorter response latency.
Conclusion:
The results showed a right hemisphere lateralization of spectral perception (though
insignificant) for two-harmonic conditions, and a left hemisphere lateralization of virtual
perception for four-harmonic conditions. The latter was contradictory to the conventional
belief. Researchers suggested that this discrepancy might resulted from the background noise.
Implications:
I came across this article when I was trying to figure out the distinction between virtual pitch
and spectral pitch. It’s interesting to see that the missing fundamental effect is not universal.
The author doesn’t provide any detail about the manipulation of four-harmonic stimuli. I
think the resulting perception following virtual mode in the four- harmonic condition might
be caused by the way they altered the partial(s), since it is more difficult to alter harmonics in
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a way that leads to an altered missing fundamental in an opposite direction, when you have
more harmonics. The author does mention an unpublished manuscript talking about the
details of this kind of stimuli. Though I cannot get that manuscript, I was able to locate other
publications by the author of the manuscript, and hopefully I can find more information about
the many-harmonic condition and have more robust evidence about the lateralization of the
perception modes.
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Appendix B: Introduction to NeuroScan SynAmp2 system
Summary of our current system:

Figure AB1. Schematic of information flow during auditory task.
The above figure shows the information flow for a typical auditory recording scheme
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of a complete system. The directions of information flow indicated by the arrow only
represent stimuli, data, and timing information. The STIM2 circuit, and especially the SCAN
circuit can be controlled by the corresponding PCs, this controlling information is not
included in the diagram.
This system was designed mainly for ERP study, which requires precise timing
mechanism. The timing is done by the STIM PC and the STIM2 circuit. The stimuli can be
created with any program. But to present them with precise timing, they have to be combined
in a sequence file using a module in the STIM2 software called Gentask. This module arrange
stimuli in your desired sequence with your desired parameters (e.g. intensity, duration, delay,
waiting for response, etc.). It also records responses from participants, which can be key
pressing on the keyboard, mouse clicking, or button pressing on a response pad attached to
the STIM2 circuit. The program also time the presentations and the responses, this timing
information is sent through the STIM-PC cable to the SCAN PC, where the timing and the
recording are automatically synchronized, so the researcher can see labels on the EEG
recording indicate various time points for various instances.
The major problem of our current system is about this timing mechanism. Because
the STIM2 circuit itself doesn’t produce timing information, which is due to the fact that all
stimuli are created by the audio or video card in the STIM PC, it requires a way to transfer
the timing information from the STIM PC to the STIM2 circuit so that this information can
be sent through the STIM-PC cable which is connected on the STIM2 circuit. This is
supposed to be done by a 25-pin-to-37-pin cable connecting the STIM PC and the STIM2
circuit. That means, we need a computer that has a 37-pin I/O board. This is not what a
normal computer will have nowadays. The company who build the STIM system sale the
STIM PC and the STIM2 circuit in a bundle, and the PC will be customized to have this
board and all other system requirements. But for unknown reason, our original STIM PC is
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lost, the current “STIM PC” has not been customized. Thus, the timing mechanism is not
working at all. This makes the whole system practically useless, since precise timing is the
fundamental requirement for ERP study.
I’ve contacted the technician from the manufacture and read the manuals. And I’ve
tested a 37-pin I/O board we ordered, it did not work. Then we ordered another I/O board,
which, according to the technician, is the “officially supported” one. But I haven’t had time to
test it, this will be the next thing I’m going to do. I also updated the SCAN and STIM2
software. The newer version of STIM2 still has some minor problems, but it is functioning.
Also according to a diagnostic procedure in the manual, the failure of the timing mechanism
may not be caused by the I/O board. Some internal circuitry failure may be present in the
SCAN circuit. This will be tested after I rule out the I/O board possibility.
The following figures are photographs of the system components. I put them here so
you know how each component in figure AB1 looks like.
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Figure AB2. SCAN PC.
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Figure AB3. STIM PC.
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Figure AB4. From top to bottom: Response pad, STIM2 circuit, power supply.
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Figure AB5. Cap and headbox.
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Figure AB6. SCAN circuit and power supply.

Matters need attention:
·

Do not turn on or off the power supply multiple times within 30 seconds.

·

Turn on the STIM PC first, wait until the Windows desktop shows up, then turn on
the STIM2 circuit.

·

The STIM system and the SCAN system use two separate power supplies, remember
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to turn them both on.
·

To login the SCAN PC, check the “workstation only” option at the login interface,
and click login. The username should be “default” with no password.

·

To login the STIM PC, check the “workstation only” option at the login interface, and
click login. If an error message shows up, do following: uncheck the “workstation
only” option, then select a different network, then switch back to the original network
(i.e. academic network), then check the “workstation only” option again, and click
login. This should fix the problem.

·

It is vital that you do not alter or even select the username field and the password field
while logging into the computers.

·

When using the VEO channel, place the upper electrode (VEOU) below the
participant’s eye, and the lower electrode (VEOL) above the participant’s eye.
Because our system is relatively old, a wiring mistake inside it, which has been
corrected for newer versions of the system, causes error in the polarity of the VEO
channel.

·

It is advisable that you keep your folder names in an organized way. This will make
latter analyses much easier through batch (see batch section below).

General procedure for recording:
First build your customized setup file, which includes parameters about the recording mode,
electrodes that are used, display settings, and so on. The program has several default setup
files, it is recommended that you copy one of these sample file and modify it to fit your own
research purposes. A detailed instruction about how to customize a setup file can be found in
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the SCAN manual volume 1.
For ease of cleaning, I suggest using the QuikCell cap preparation rather than electrolyte
gels. The QuikCell preparation includes: 1. Insert spongy slices into electrodes you want to
record from, as well as those artifact rejecting channels, with the black side facing outside. 2.
Mix powder of one blue pouch with distilled water in the contained provided, follow the
instruction on the label. Put the cap on the participant, inject the mixed liquid using a blunt

to show the current impedance, then rub the electrode or inject more fluid to achieve desired
impedance. Beware, the impedance is measured between specific electrodes to the reference
electrode, which has label “ref” on the cap, you will need to connect this electrode to the
participant for the impedance test to work. Another electrode labeled “ground” is to reduce
common mode noise. These two electrodes will not show on the channel assignment table in
the SCAN software. A brief introduction can be found on
http://www.neuroscan.com/QuikCell%201-18-06.pdf.
Then you can start recording and stimulus presentations. The data can be analyzed using the
EDIT module of the SCAN software. My data analysis procedure is provided below as an
example. The tricky part was to get the right type of file for certain analyses, since the
program provides certain functions only to specific types of file.

Example: inaccurately timed EEG recording.
The raw data (.cnt file) recorded were firstly passed through a 59-61Hz notch filter with
96dB/octave drop to knock out the power line interference.
As stated in the Procedure section, the key pressing by participants was recorded by a
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stopwatch for timing, since the timing mechanism was at fault. Thus, the recorded time points
were inaccurate. A better way to do this is to video tape the key pressing instances; this will
achieve a 1/24 second resolution with most common video cameras. It’s still far from the
resolution provided by the complete system, but it will be significantly more accurate than
using a stopwatch. Either way, all the time points recorded had to be manually put into
separate event files for each block and each participant. An event file is a spreadsheet file
with .ev2 extension. As shown below, The first column represents the serial number of the
event (stimulus presentation), the second column represents the user assigned type code of
the event, the third column represents the response type (-1 indicates no response needed), the
fourth column represents the correctness of the response, the fifth column represents the
response time, and the last column represents the time latency in seconds of each event
relative to the beginning of the recording.

Figure AB7. A sample event file.
Since the six column here represents the key pressing events for each trial, if we set this
time as 0, then from 2000ms to 4000ms the reference was present, and from 5000ms to
11000ms the stimulus was present, and from 12000 to 14000 the reference was present again
(see Figure 1). But all the statistic analyses provided by the program require that the data
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being compared have the same length in time, and the same number of point. Since
participants started rating after the second presentation of the reference, so the first reference
was less likely to be contaminated by noise. Thus, the epochs were chosen to be 2000ms to
4000ms for the reference, and 5000ms to 7000ms for each stimulus. Epoching a .cnt file will
result in a .eeg file.
Then a baseline correction was performed for the epoched EEG data to reduce the DC
offset. Ocular artifact rejection was performed with bipolar channel VEO as the reference
channel.
Fast Fourier transformation (FFT) requires the number of data point being power of 2.
Under 1000Hz sampling rate, this gave me 2001 data points, a spline fit was applied on the
data to transfer it into 2048 data points for FFT. Then the .eeg file was transferred into .avg
file through the function “average”. However, for stimulus epochs, nothing was really
averaged, since there was only one presentation and one epoch for each type of stimulus in a
given block. The main purpose here was to get a separate .avg file for each type of stimulus,
for which the program provides statistic tools. The overall procedure was illustrated in the
diagram below.
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Figure AB8. Data analysis procedure for each block.
As you can see, it requires a lot of work to process the raw data into something that we can
statistically analyze it. And the above procedure is only for one block, for eight participants,
it requires 4 *8 = 32 times of operation, resulting in about 100 files for each participant. If
done manually, this will take you hours and hours of clicking and typing. Moreover, 8
participants is really not a large sample size. Hence, it leads to our next topic: batch file. You
still need to create each event file individually, but once all the .cnt files and event files are
ready, the following processing of data can be carried out automatically.

Batch file introduction:
The SCAN program provides an easy way to automate data collection and analysis. This is
done through an internal programming module called TCL batch editor. The program
automatically records each step of your operation in its history. You can copy these records to
the batch editor and modify them for future use. A 400 line TCL file can carry out all the
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procedure in the above example. Since I kept each of my participant’s data in a separate
folder, and the same organization within each folder, all I need to do was coping the batch
commands into Microsoft word and replace the folder name of one participant for another,
then coping it back to the batch editor and clicking “run”. Repeating this procedure 8 times
gave me complete data sets for all participants, which took about 20 minutes. The TCL batch
file for the procedure in the example was provided in Appendix C. More details about batch
can be found in volume 3 of the manual.
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Appendix C: A sample TCL batch file
#dich 1to12
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\continuous files\dich-1to12.cnt}
FILTER_EX BANDSTOP ZEROPHASESHIFT x x x x 59 61 96 N FIR { ALL }
{C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to12-60filter.cnt}
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to1260filter.cnt}
EPOCH_EX EVENTFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\event files\dicho1to12.ev2} Y 2000 4000 N Y Y N N NULL {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dich-1to12.eeg}
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dich-1to12.eeg}
BASECOR_EX2 ENTIREINTERVAL x x N N { ALL } {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dich-1to12-BC.eeg}
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dich-1to12-BC.eeg}
ARTCOR NEGATIVE 10 20 400 VEO LDR {ARTRED.LDR} {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dich-1to12-BC-OAR.eeg} x x
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dich-1to12-BCOAR.eeg}
SPLINEFIT 2048 {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dich-1to12BC-OAR-SF.eeg}
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dich-1to12-BCOAR-SF.eeg}
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AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x NULL {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dich-1to12.avg}
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dich-1to12.avg}
CLOSEALL
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to1260filter.cnt}
EPOCH_EX EVENTFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\event files\dicho1to12.ev2} Y 5000 7000 N N Y N N NULL {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to12-60filter.eeg}
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to1260filter.eeg}
BASECOR_EX2 ENTIREINTERVAL x x N N { ALL } {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to12-60filter-BC.eeg}
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to1260filter-BC.eeg}
ARTCOR NEGATIVE 10 20 400 VEO LDR {ARTRED.LDR} {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to12-60filter-BC-OAR.eeg} x x
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to1260filter-BC-OAR.eeg}
SPLINEFIT 2048 {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich1to12-60filter-BC-OAR-SF.eeg}
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to1260filter-BC-OAR-SF.eeg}
CREATESORT SORT1
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SORT1 -TypeEnabled T
SORT1 -TypeCriteria 1
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT1 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to12-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type1.avg}
DELETESORT SORT1
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to1260filter-BC-OAR-SF-type1.avg}
CREATESORT SORT2
SORT2 -TypeEnabled T
SORT2 -TypeCriteria 2
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT2 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to12-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type2.avg}
DELETESORT SORT2
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to1260filter-BC-OAR-SF-type2.avg}
CREATESORT SORT3
SORT3 -TypeEnabled T
SORT3 -TypeCriteria 3
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT3 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to12-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type3.avg}
DELETESORT SORT3
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#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to1260filter-BC-OAR-SF-type3.avg}
CREATESORT SORT4
SORT4 -TypeEnabled T
SORT4 -TypeCriteria 4
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT4 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to12-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type4.avg}
DELETESORT SORT4
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to1260filter-BC-OAR-SF-type4.avg}
CREATESORT SORT5
SORT5 -TypeEnabled T
SORT5 -TypeCriteria 5
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT5 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to12-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type5.avg}
DELETESORT SORT5
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to1260filter-BC-OAR-SF-type5.avg}
CREATESORT SORT6
SORT6 -TypeEnabled T
SORT6 -TypeCriteria 6
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AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT6 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to12-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type6.avg}
DELETESORT SORT6
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to1260filter-BC-OAR-SF-type6.avg}
CREATESORT SORT7
SORT7 -TypeEnabled T
SORT7 -TypeCriteria 7
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT7 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to12-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type7.avg}
DELETESORT SORT7
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to1260filter-BC-OAR-SF-type7.avg}
CREATESORT SORT8
SORT8 -TypeEnabled T
SORT8 -TypeCriteria 8
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT8 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to12-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type8.avg}
DELETESORT SORT8
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to1260filter-BC-OAR-SF-type8.avg}
CREATESORT SORT9
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SORT9 -TypeEnabled T
SORT9 -TypeCriteria 9
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT9 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to12-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type9.avg}
DELETESORT SORT9
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to1260filter-BC-OAR-SF-type9.avg}
CREATESORT SORT10
SORT10 -TypeEnabled T
SORT10 -TypeCriteria 10
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT10 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to12-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type10.avg}
DELETESORT SORT10
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to1260filter-BC-OAR-SF-type10.avg}
CREATESORT SORT11
SORT11 -TypeEnabled T
SORT11 -TypeCriteria 11
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT11 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to12-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type11.avg}
DELETESORT SORT11
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#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to1260filter-BC-OAR-SF-type11.avg}
CREATESORT SORT12
SORT12 -TypeEnabled T
SORT12 -TypeCriteria 12
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT12 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to12-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type12.avg}
DELETESORT SORT12
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich1to12-EEG\dich-1to1260filter-BC-OAR-SF-type12.avg}
CLOSEALL

#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#dich 12to1
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\continuous files\dich-12to1.cnt}
FILTER_EX BANDSTOP ZEROPHASESHIFT x x x x 59 61 96 N FIR { ALL }
{C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to1-60filter.cnt}
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to160filter.cnt}
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EPOCH_EX EVENTFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\event files\dicho12to1.ev2} Y 2000 4000 N Y Y N N NULL {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dich-12to1.eeg}
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dich-12to1.eeg}
BASECOR_EX2 ENTIREINTERVAL x x N N { ALL } {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dich-12to1-BC.eeg}
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dich-12to1-BC.eeg}
ARTCOR NEGATIVE 10 20 400 VEO LDR {ARTRED.LDR} {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dich-12to1-BC-OAR.eeg} x x
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dich-12to1-BCOAR.eeg}
SPLINEFIT 2048 {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dich-12to1BC-OAR-SF.eeg}
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dich-12to1-BCOAR-SF.eeg}
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x NULL {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dich-12to1.avg}
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dich-12to1.avg}
CLOSEALL
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to160filter.cnt}
EPOCH_EX EVENTFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\event files\dicho12to1.ev2} Y 5000 7000 N N Y N N NULL {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to1-60filter.eeg}
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OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to160filter.eeg}
BASECOR_EX2 ENTIREINTERVAL x x N N { ALL } {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to1-60filter-BC.eeg}
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to160filter-BC.eeg}
ARTCOR NEGATIVE 10 20 400 VEO LDR {ARTRED.LDR} {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to1-60filter-BC-OAR.eeg} x x
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to160filter-BC-OAR.eeg}
SPLINEFIT 2048 {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich12to1-60filter-BC-OAR-SF.eeg}
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to160filter-BC-OAR-SF.eeg}
CREATESORT SORT1
SORT1 -TypeEnabled T
SORT1 -TypeCriteria 1
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT1 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to1-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type1.avg}
DELETESORT SORT1
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to160filter-BC-OAR-SF-type1.avg}
CREATESORT SORT2
SORT2 -TypeEnabled T
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SORT2 -TypeCriteria 2
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT2 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to1-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type2.avg}
DELETESORT SORT2
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to160filter-BC-OAR-SF-type2.avg}
CREATESORT SORT3
SORT3 -TypeEnabled T
SORT3 -TypeCriteria 3
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT3 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to1-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type3.avg}
DELETESORT SORT3
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to160filter-BC-OAR-SF-type3.avg}
CREATESORT SORT4
SORT4 -TypeEnabled T
SORT4 -TypeCriteria 4
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT4 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to1-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type4.avg}
DELETESORT SORT4
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to160filter-BC-OAR-SF-type4.avg}
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CREATESORT SORT5
SORT5 -TypeEnabled T
SORT5 -TypeCriteria 5
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT5 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to1-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type5.avg}
DELETESORT SORT5
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to160filter-BC-OAR-SF-type5.avg}
CREATESORT SORT6
SORT6 -TypeEnabled T
SORT6 -TypeCriteria 6
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT6 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to1-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type6.avg}
DELETESORT SORT6
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to160filter-BC-OAR-SF-type6.avg}
CREATESORT SORT7
SORT7 -TypeEnabled T
SORT7 -TypeCriteria 7
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT7 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to1-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type7.avg}
DELETESORT SORT7
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#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to160filter-BC-OAR-SF-type7.avg}
CREATESORT SORT8
SORT8 -TypeEnabled T
SORT8 -TypeCriteria 8
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT8 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to1-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type8.avg}
DELETESORT SORT8
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to160filter-BC-OAR-SF-type8.avg}
CREATESORT SORT9
SORT9 -TypeEnabled T
SORT9 -TypeCriteria 9
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT9 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to1-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type9.avg}
DELETESORT SORT9
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to160filter-BC-OAR-SF-type9.avg}
CREATESORT SORT10
SORT10 -TypeEnabled T
SORT10 -TypeCriteria 10
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AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT10 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to1-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type10.avg}
DELETESORT SORT10
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to160filter-BC-OAR-SF-type10.avg}
CREATESORT SORT11
SORT11 -TypeEnabled T
SORT11 -TypeCriteria 11
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT11 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to1-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type11.avg}
DELETESORT SORT11
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to160filter-BC-OAR-SF-type11.avg}
CREATESORT SORT12
SORT12 -TypeEnabled T
SORT12 -TypeCriteria 12
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT12 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to1-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type12.avg}
DELETESORT SORT12
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dich12to1-EEG\dich-12to160filter-BC-OAR-SF-type12.avg}
CLOSEALL
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#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#dio 1to12
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\continuous files\dio-1to12.cnt}
FILTER_EX BANDSTOP ZEROPHASESHIFT x x x x 59 61 96 N FIR { ALL }
{C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to12-60filter.cnt}
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to1260filter.cnt}
EPOCH_EX EVENTFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\event files\dio1to12.ev2} Y 2000 4000 N Y Y N N NULL {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dio-1to12.eeg}
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dio-1to12.eeg}
BASECOR_EX2 ENTIREINTERVAL x x N N { ALL } {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dio-1to12-BC.eeg}
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dio-1to12-BC.eeg}
ARTCOR NEGATIVE 10 20 400 VEO LDR {ARTRED.LDR} {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dio-1to12-BC-OAR.eeg} x x
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dio-1to12-BCOAR.eeg}
SPLINEFIT 2048 {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dio-1to12-BCOAR-SF.eeg}
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OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dio-1to12-BC-OARSF.eeg}
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x NULL {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dio-1to12.avg}
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dio-1to12.avg}
CLOSEALL
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to1260filter.cnt}
EPOCH_EX EVENTFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\event files\dio1to12.ev2} Y 5000 7000 N N Y N N NULL {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to12-60filter.eeg}
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to1260filter.eeg}
BASECOR_EX2 ENTIREINTERVAL x x N N { ALL } {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to12-60filter-BC.eeg}
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to1260filter-BC.eeg}
ARTCOR NEGATIVE 10 20 400 VEO LDR {ARTRED.LDR} {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to12-60filter-BC-OAR.eeg} x x
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to1260filter-BC-OAR.eeg}
SPLINEFIT 2048 {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to1260filter-BC-OAR-SF.eeg}
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OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to1260filter-BC-OAR-SF.eeg}
CREATESORT SORT1
SORT1 -TypeEnabled T
SORT1 -TypeCriteria 1
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT1 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to12-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type1.avg}
DELETESORT SORT1
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to1260filter-BC-OAR-SF-type1.avg}
CREATESORT SORT2
SORT2 -TypeEnabled T
SORT2 -TypeCriteria 2
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT2 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to12-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type2.avg}
DELETESORT SORT2
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to1260filter-BC-OAR-SF-type2.avg}
CREATESORT SORT3
SORT3 -TypeEnabled T
SORT3 -TypeCriteria 3
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AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT3 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to12-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type3.avg}
DELETESORT SORT3
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to1260filter-BC-OAR-SF-type3.avg}
CREATESORT SORT4
SORT4 -TypeEnabled T
SORT4 -TypeCriteria 4
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT4 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to12-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type4.avg}
DELETESORT SORT4
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to1260filter-BC-OAR-SF-type4.avg}
CREATESORT SORT5
SORT5 -TypeEnabled T
SORT5 -TypeCriteria 5
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT5 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to12-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type5.avg}
DELETESORT SORT5
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to1260filter-BC-OAR-SF-type5.avg}
CREATESORT SORT6
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SORT6 -TypeEnabled T
SORT6 -TypeCriteria 6
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT6 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to12-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type6.avg}
DELETESORT SORT6
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to1260filter-BC-OAR-SF-type6.avg}
CREATESORT SORT7
SORT7 -TypeEnabled T
SORT7 -TypeCriteria 7
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT7 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to12-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type7.avg}
DELETESORT SORT7
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to1260filter-BC-OAR-SF-type7.avg}
CREATESORT SORT8
SORT8 -TypeEnabled T
SORT8 -TypeCriteria 8
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT8 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to12-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type8.avg}
DELETESORT SORT8
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#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to1260filter-BC-OAR-SF-type8.avg}
CREATESORT SORT9
SORT9 -TypeEnabled T
SORT9 -TypeCriteria 9
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT9 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to12-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type9.avg}
DELETESORT SORT9
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to1260filter-BC-OAR-SF-type9.avg}
CREATESORT SORT10
SORT10 -TypeEnabled T
SORT10 -TypeCriteria 10
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT10 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to12-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type10.avg}
DELETESORT SORT10
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to1260filter-BC-OAR-SF-type10.avg}
CREATESORT SORT11
SORT11 -TypeEnabled T
SORT11 -TypeCriteria 11
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AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT11 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to12-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type11.avg}
DELETESORT SORT11
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to1260filter-BC-OAR-SF-type11.avg}
CREATESORT SORT12
SORT12 -TypeEnabled T
SORT12 -TypeCriteria 12
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT12 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to12-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type12.avg}
DELETESORT SORT12
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio1to12-EEG\dio-1to1260filter-BC-OAR-SF-type12.avg}
CLOSEALL

#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#dio 12to1
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\continuous files\dio-12to1.cnt}
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FILTER_EX BANDSTOP ZEROPHASESHIFT x x x x 59 61 96 N FIR { ALL }
{C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to1-60filter.cnt}
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to160filter.cnt}
EPOCH_EX EVENTFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\event files\dio12to1.ev2} Y 2000 4000 N Y Y N N NULL {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dio-12to1.eeg}
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dio-12to1.eeg}
BASECOR_EX2 ENTIREINTERVAL x x N N { ALL } {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dio-12to1-BC.eeg}
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dio-12to1-BC.eeg}
ARTCOR NEGATIVE 10 20 400 VEO LDR {ARTRED.LDR} {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dio-12to1-BC-OAR.eeg} x x
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dio-12to1-BCOAR.eeg}
SPLINEFIT 2048 {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dio-12to1-BCOAR-SF.eeg}
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dio-12to1-BC-OARSF.eeg}
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x NULL {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dio-12to1.avg}
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\ref-EEG\ref-dio-12to1.avg}
CLOSEALL
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OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to160filter.cnt}
EPOCH_EX EVENTFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\event files\dio12to1.ev2} Y 5000 7000 N N Y N N NULL {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to1-60filter.eeg}
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to160filter.eeg}
BASECOR_EX2 ENTIREINTERVAL x x N N { ALL } {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to1-60filter-BC.eeg}
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to160filter-BC.eeg}
ARTCOR NEGATIVE 10 20 400 VEO LDR {ARTRED.LDR} {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to1-60filter-BC-OAR.eeg} x x
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to160filter-BC-OAR.eeg}
SPLINEFIT 2048 {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to160filter-BC-OAR-SF.eeg}
OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to160filter-BC-OAR-SF.eeg}
CREATESORT SORT1
SORT1 -TypeEnabled T
SORT1 -TypeCriteria 1
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT1 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to1-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type1.avg}
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DELETESORT SORT1
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to160filter-BC-OAR-SF-type1.avg}
CREATESORT SORT2
SORT2 -TypeEnabled T
SORT2 -TypeCriteria 2
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT2 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to1-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type2.avg}
DELETESORT SORT2
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to160filter-BC-OAR-SF-type2.avg}
CREATESORT SORT3
SORT3 -TypeEnabled T
SORT3 -TypeCriteria 3
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT3 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to1-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type3.avg}
DELETESORT SORT3
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to160filter-BC-OAR-SF-type3.avg}
CREATESORT SORT4
SORT4 -TypeEnabled T
SORT4 -TypeCriteria 4
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AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT4 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to1-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type4.avg}
DELETESORT SORT4
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to160filter-BC-OAR-SF-type4.avg}
CREATESORT SORT5
SORT5 -TypeEnabled T
SORT5 -TypeCriteria 5
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT5 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to1-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type5.avg}
DELETESORT SORT5
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to160filter-BC-OAR-SF-type5.avg}
CREATESORT SORT6
SORT6 -TypeEnabled T
SORT6 -TypeCriteria 6
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT6 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to1-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type6.avg}
DELETESORT SORT6
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to160filter-BC-OAR-SF-type6.avg}
CREATESORT SORT7
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SORT7 -TypeEnabled T
SORT7 -TypeCriteria 7
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT7 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to1-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type7.avg}
DELETESORT SORT7
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to160filter-BC-OAR-SF-type7.avg}
CREATESORT SORT8
SORT8 -TypeEnabled T
SORT8 -TypeCriteria 8
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT8 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to1-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type8.avg}
DELETESORT SORT8
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to160filter-BC-OAR-SF-type8.avg}
CREATESORT SORT9
SORT9 -TypeEnabled T
SORT9 -TypeCriteria 9
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT9 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to1-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type9.avg}
DELETESORT SORT9
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#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to160filter-BC-OAR-SF-type9.avg}
CREATESORT SORT10
SORT10 -TypeEnabled T
SORT10 -TypeCriteria 10
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT10 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to1-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type10.avg}
DELETESORT SORT10
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to160filter-BC-OAR-SF-type10.avg}
CREATESORT SORT11
SORT11 -TypeEnabled T
SORT11 -TypeCriteria 11
AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT11 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to1-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type11.avg}
DELETESORT SORT11
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to160filter-BC-OAR-SF-type11.avg}
CREATESORT SORT12
SORT12 -TypeEnabled T
SORT12 -TypeCriteria 12
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AVERAGE_EX FREQUENCY Y AMPLITUDE 10 COSINE PRESTIMINTERVALNOISE
x x POSTSTIMINTERVALSIGNAL x x SORT12 {C:\Documents and
Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to1-60filter-BC-OAR-SF-type12.avg}
DELETESORT SORT12
#OPENFILE {C:\Documents and Settings\default\Desktop\*\dio12to1-EEG\dio-12to160filter-BC-OAR-SF-type12.avg}
CLOSEALL
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Appendix D: rating scales and instructions

Figure D-1. Sample consonance rating scale.
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Figure D-2. Sample pleasantness rating scale
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Instructions:
Thank you for participating in this program. The purpose of this study is to see whether: 1.
People can attribute different degrees of consonance when two sinusoidal notes are presented
separately to each ear so that there is no mechanical beating between them in each ear. 2.
There any differences in consonance are evident in their EEG recordings. 3. The EEG
recordings show a systematic difference between participants from different cultural
backgrounds.
EEG is the electrical activity of your brain as recorder from the surface of the head using very
sensitive amplifiers. The EEG is recorded through the electrodes mounted on a cap, which
you will wear you during the experiment. The EEG recording requires a good contact of the
skin and the electrodes. This is obtained by using a gel which can be easily washed off.
Shampoo for washing off this gel will be provided each time you finish recording.
Please take a seat and help us put the EEG cap and earphone on your head. You will be
listening to 4 sets of 12 pairs of notes and asked to rate their degree of consonance on one
questionnaire, and rate them on another questionnaire from unpleasantness to pleasantness. A
REFERENCE tone will be briefly presented before and after a longer presentation of the tone
pair to help you do the rating.
While you are listening to the stimuli, please fix your eyes on the cross displayed on the
screen and minimize movement. This is very important to reduce noise in the EEG recording.
When you are ready to proceed, press any key. After a brief delay, you will hear the
REFERENCE tone, then the tone pair, and finally the REFERENCE tone again. For the first
12 presentations, think about how the stimulus compared with the REFERENCE tone in
terms of consonance and mark this choice on the first questionnaire. Then for the second 12
presentations, think about the stimulus compared with the initial note in terms of pleasantness
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and mark your choice on the second scale on the second questionnaire. Then the other 2 sets
of presentations will use the same procedure (consonance rating first, then pleasantness
rating).
The scale for consonance rating is from 0 to 8, with 8 being the most consonant and 0 being
the most dissonant. “7” is assigned to the REFERENCE tone on this scale. The scale of
pleasantness is from -4 to +4, with -4 being the most unpleasant and +4 being the most
pleasant. “3” is assigned to the initial REFERENCE tone on this scale. Note that you can
assign values between two successive numbers. When you are doing so, just mark, X, at the
location that represents your rating on the scale. If you are using a number on the scale, just
circle it. Before the experiment begins, you will be given a few minutes to become familiar
with the rating scales.

